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Abstract:

All things come to an end. As our cities age, underutilized and outdated skyscrapers are entering their last 

stages of life. In spite of the enormous material, labor, and economic investment in these structures, the 

decision to demolish them and begin again from the ground up has become increasingly common in the 

past decade. Demolition not only chips away at the character of place, but it also destroys the material, 

time, and monetary investment that makes up a structure.This thesis investigates methods of reinvesting 

the embodied carbon of these towers as they transition into the modern era, standing as an alternative to 

razing and beginning anew. 

Immortal Skyscrapers tests this principle of adaptation and reuse by applying them to the 270 Park 

Avenue tower, currently the tallest voluntarily demolished building in the world. The project embraces 

the necessary changes to the tower, namely expanded usable floor space and updated systems, while 

building upon the building’s existing structural core. The reimagined 270 Park Avenue expands 

programming to connect to the rich cultural landscape it occupies while also connecting to the 

environmental context through mechanical screening arrays. While the program, facade, and systems 

might all change through time, the heart of our urban megastructures must endure to break the waste 

cycle that dominates architecture. 
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Process Analysis Statement

Humanity has always stretched towards the sky. The reaching peaks of our spires,  monuments, and 
towers are intrinsically linked with power and prestige creating an ever growing demand for these 
coveted positions.  Today’s corporate skyscrapers allow us to stretch higher than ever, becoming 
giants that dominate our urban landscape. But all things come to an end. As the twentieth century’s 
monuments of industry reach their last stages of life, their own status-based beginnings drive them 
towards destruction as new towers inherit their urban roles, continuing the build-demolition pattern that 
dominates architecture. However, though this cycle is long-standing, it’s not inevitable.  The material, 
environmental, and human investment put into these buildings is an untapped resource essential to 
mitigating the wastefulness of our profession. We must relearn the value of these urban megastructures, 
before they disappear altogether.

It was from here that I began my year long investigation into building trends, desirability, lifecycles, and 
demolition. The process brought me deeply into the research of the Council for Tall Buildings and Urban 
Habitats as well as Environmental Protection Agency data on material and ecological trends as they relate 
to architecture. Through this process I developed a new understanding of the ways in which our building 
environment has long-term and oftern dire consequences on the natural world. As a result, This thesis 
evolved from a somewhat standard lifecycle assessment of a single builing into a new way of thinking about 
architecture and the design process. 

Decades-long trends in skyscraper demolition are become even more concerning. Since the 1940s, each 
decade has seen an exponential increase in the voluntary demolition of buildings over 75 meters tall. 

The 2020s are set to experience more of these demolitions than the entirety of the twentieth century 
combined. As the demands for urban spaces change we tend to approach new development from a ground 
up perspective. But this isn’t the only way of thinking about updating our building stock. With a little 
care and a little creativity, we can reinvest the foundational components of our urban building stock into 
contemporary spaces. Our building must learn how to grow and evolve alongside our cities. These aging 
titans are not commodities to be replaced on a whim, but essential components of our sustainable future. 

With this shifting reality facing the urban future, it is critical to examine and understand all that is 
possible to salvage of this building infrastructure. The first element of this process is investigating why 
buildings drift into  obsolescence. Once this is established, understanding of the degrees to which buildings 
are pulled apart and methodologies of putting them back together begins. From this information, a plan 
emerges to mitigating the waste while maximizing the beauty within the aging urban landscape.

By investigating how buildings naturally change over time, why they become obsolete, and how these 
changes might be addressed at scale, we can better understand where the future of our cities lie.  One 
of the first books that I looked at throughout theis research was Stewart Brand’s iconic How Buildings 
Learn. Unlike other books on the topic of building life cycles, Brand’s research shows that all buildings go 
through cyclical processes of adaption over time. The popular idea that architecture is a stagnant monolith 
of function-driven purpose is pervasive, but the reality of our built environment is that it is constantly 
shifting to accommodate new modes of living and new uses. Adaption is truly the language of architecture 
as it bows to its ever-shifting occupants and context.

Brand proposes that instead of a monolith, architecture exists as a series of shear layers. Buildings are 
constructed and then occupied in a series of stages, so the means of maintenance and rehabilitation often 
follow suit. A new occupant might remodel the space plan, new code might require shearing the building’s 
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skin; buildings endure with the ability change as needed while maintaining the character of the place. 
Structures that allow independent access to these design and occupation layers are better able to adapt to 
new uses and endure through time.

I next examined the added compexities of tall builidng life cycles. My research found that the destruction 
of tall buildings is not due to any structural or material flaw, but due to the changing attitude of the 
public towards these structures. This connection between public favor and perceived value is intrinsic 
to the destruction or preservation of spaces. The sentimentality of age is largely absent in the discussion 
of skyscrapers as they serve the role, not of building the culture and identity of a community, but of 
establishing the dominance and power of a corporate entity.  Buildings that cannot adapt to an effervescent 
sense of aesthetic, organization, and competition fall out of favor much more quickly than those which can. 
Buildings, especially at a low-rise scale, tend to fail when the structure does. Without a structure, a building 
doesn’t exist. Skyscrapers, on the other hand, fail much more often due to political and social reasons, not 
material ones. 

While demolition allows for a greater diversity of building development, it ultimately fails from both 
a fiscal and social perspective. Demolition of tall buildings is a lengthy and complex process that exists 
not only as an inconvenience for surrounding urban life but as a sink for the building owner as every day 
the building is under construction is a day that they are not earning revenue from the space. What’s more, 
when a tall building is slated for demolition, it’s obsolescence most often comes in one of three forms: issues 
related to vertical transportation, adaption to modern code, or the appearance and function of the facade. 

Though these issues are complex and require a deep level of intervention, they can be solved within a 
renovation and adaption context. 

There are two primary facets that make up the priceless quality of aging skyscrapers. The first is the 
building’s historic character, which has been earned through long years supporting a community and 
adapting to place. The second is the material investment already existing in these spaces. The ability to 
recycle, and in some cases, upcycle and entire building drastically reduces the embodied carbon of a site. 
While they state that some depths required of adaption lead demolition to be the cheaper alternative, 
the richness that comes with place and the wealth of embodied energy in a tall building outweigh any 
alternative.  Because this project seeks to ameliorate the need for traditional demolition practices in 
outdated tall structures, it is necessary to first understand the driving forces behind these issues, but 
the scale to which these disturbances occur is dependent on both the type of building and the occupant. 
At the tall building scale, structure has a limited ability for failure, so demolition usually is a result of 
societal pressures in the form of regulations and social pressures in the form of aesthetic.

Buildings are not stagnant. Rather, they grow and change with their occupants and shifting culture. If 
we hope to save the aged patina and material investment of these spaces, we must begin to engage with 
them as forms of urban infrastructure, not as disposable goods.  As the process of demolition advances, this 
understanding is becoming integrated into contemporary practices.  

While communities across the globe value the aged patina of their building stock, the reality of urban 
cities is that the average age of the tallest buildings demolished is only 41 years old. This clearly exhibits 
the tendencies of owners and designers alike devaluing tall buildings as disposable. In understanding issues 
surrounding demolition, contemporary methodologies, and potential future practices, communities can 
begin revaluing these structures and building upon them.  Unlike demolition of a small or medium scale, 
unbuilding urban megastructures has rippling effects on the surrounding community that can last for 
years. Though every demolition project has its own series of troubles, the primary issues with demolishing 
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tall buildings are the controlled dismembering of structural members, the transportation of machines 
and waste, and, on and off-site safety. Designers must understand how these major issues influence the 
demolition process and methods that might circumvent them in order to succeed in this new reality.

Traditionally, high-rise demolition has followed an inside-out and top-down approach. This methodology 
often leads to structural systems being the last and most troublesome elements of a project to remove. 
Demolition experts must fully understand the structural capabilities of each member of a high-rise prior 
to commencing any action because of the delicate interplay of shear walls with compression and tensile 
structures. As structure is torn apart, especially at heights in which natural forces become a major concern, 
this balance is broken and chances of catastrophic failure increase.  What’s more, such processes require the 
use of expensive tower cranes for extended periods, at times reaching into months if not years. Demolishing 
structure requires an intimate knowledge of the systems at play along with the financial means to support 
the thousands of hours required for its completion.

Even if everything goes as planned, the issue of transporting the tons of waste through dense urban 
environments remains. In a city, debris cannot simply be allowed to fall to the ground or hauled away in 
oversized semis. Instead the progression of material from the upper structure, to the ground, through the 
city, and to its final resting place must  all be carefully coordinated to mitigate the demolition’s impact on 
the larger urban context. This process of operating heavy machinery and hauling detritus hundreds of feet 
in the air is also a major contributor to the second major concern: safety. The primary population thought 
of during demolition are the operators who occupy these open faced towers. Major fall risks tend to be 
mitigated by implementing a secondary “cocoon” while fire risks remain a concern for all projects dealing 
with the hot cutting of steel members.   In addition to the occupational risks faced by contractors, the 
general public can also be put at risk through these processes including issues surrounding airborn debris.

As an ever increasing quantity of buildings approach their end of life cycle, it is more critical than ever 
to investigate contemporary means of demolition and disposal which directly address these fundamental 
issues. I investigated contemporary means of demolition and their efffects on human health and safety. 
While many of the same concerns surrounding safety, transport of waste, and staged work still apply, the 
process emphasizes breaking a building back into components rather than using violent means to tear it 
apart. In addition to initial inspections of structure and hazardous materials, deconstruction experts will 
also catalogue items of value and those that can be reused or upcycled. From here, materials are carefully 
disassembled in a manner of construction in reverse. The emphasis on keeping materials in as near to a 
whole state as possible reduces both the waste produced by a given site and the general dust and debris that 
can pollute surrounding environments. From disadvantages, components are either stored onsite for reuse 
in new construction or auctioned to third party contractors. This cyclical approach to material processing 
allows owners and contractors a way to recoup some of the investment in the original building and mitigate 
the waste products associated with demolition.

While the process of deconstruction is somewhat more involved that traditional demolition, the 
economic and sustainable aspects often outweigh its detriments. Every year the United states demolishes 
more than 200,000 buildings. Since demolition materials account for 92 percent of constructions waste, 
it becomes clear why nearly 40 percent of all waste relates back to the built environment. By recovering 
material from sites, not only are designers and contractors reducing the burden of this waste directly 
affecting the environment, but they are also reducing the environmental, and economic, costs of creating 
and transporting material during construction as past projects have reduced waste materials to a mere 10 
percent by mass. 
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This thesis explores the process of deconstruction while pushing it further to emphasize the adaptive 
reuse of structural members onsite. In both demolition and adaptive reuse, tall buildings are almost always 
stripped to their structure before this element can be removed. This thesis proposes that rather than follow 
through with this final step, the structure can be reclaimed as a part of or basis for new construction. 
This process reduces the time spend on demolition, reduced the dangers imposed by damaging structural 
systems, mitigates risks of fire in the reduction of the use of hot cutting, and ultimately contributes to 
a major reduction in the embodied carbon of a site by eliminating the need to recreate the energy dense 
framework of a tall building. The thesis incorporates aspects of both demolition and deconstruction in an 
effort to find a sustainable solution to the problem of our aging cities. 

Modern tall building demolition and deconstruction practices exist to mitigate risk, but it is possible to 
push these practices further to envision a future that embraces these high-rises as urban infrastructure. 
Of the ten tallest buildings ever torn down, only two were demolished because structural concerns. The 
remainder found their end simply because of changing times. In questioning long held beliefs about the 
cycles of construction and demolition a rich and sustainable future is possible.

With sustainability and a general desire to improve the performance of our existing building stock 
in mind, recent years have shown tremendous leaps not just in how we take buildings apart, but also 
how we put them together again. Through these methods, cities are able to maintain their urban fabric 
while experiencing the luxury of contemporary safety and comfort. Through an examination of these 
processes, designers can begin to understand the base considerations in adoption efforts. Innovations in 
building technologies allow for more invasive adaptations of existing structures through the use of high 
performance layers and structural interventions. 

It is critical to consider methods of modifying this outermost layer of protection when conducting 
any level of adaptation to existing structures. In order to effectively pursue large scale adaptations to 
the energy performance of a structure, understanding the baseline energy performance and the desired 
performance are critical first steps. If a building system is performing at a relatively normal or even high 
level, an application of additional insulation might be the desirable route as it is minimally invasive and 
can often resolve in similar aesthetic sentiments for both interiors and exteriors. If there is a large divide 
in the performance of an envelope system, dramatic changes to the building are often necessary, including 
full HVAC system overhauls, onsite energy collection, and advanced insulating measures. By carefully 
evaluating the potential of existing components alongside desired results, a better understanding of where 
intervention is necessary emerges.

Innovations in insulating technologies have allowed for minimally invasive, high performance materials. 
The forefront of these is the application of vacuum insulation technologies to architectural assemblies. Heat 
is transferred through three basic processes: convection, conduction, and radiation. Because convection and 
conduction require particulate contact or movement to transfer heat through a surface, creating a vacuum 
within insulating material greatly reduces the transmission through the core of the material. With this in 
mind, vacuum insulated panels (VIPs) are able to greatly increase their effective R-values by minimizing 
instances of conduction and convection at all points by the panel perimeter. In addition to the extent that 
VIPs might drastically improve traditionally insulated assemblies, they pose an even greater benefit to 
the future of glazing. The once detrimental effects of the minimal thermal mass of the system can now 
be transformed into the potential for a closed system high-performance assembly. Vacuum insulating 
technology allows for a variety of materials and components to experience greatly increased envelope 
performance without increasing mass or volume.
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These changing loads driven by envelope changes are critically important as the two key drivers for 
structural adaptation are the addition of new material creating added load and updating structural systems 
to meet contemporary code requirements. The International Building Code qualifies three main type of 
building alteration at the structural level: the prescriptive method, in which structure is updated along 
a series of guidelines unilaterally, the work area method, which has certain requirement triggered by 
qualifying extents of work done, and the performance method, which requires in depth analysis of site and 
structural systems to determine appropriate loading conditions. 

These interventions can take many forms, but an emerging design concept is hybridized structural 
systems which utilize multiple materials. This methodology allows for the variation in materiality to 
maximize the benefits of the respective components and thereby minimizing their negative effects. Many 
tall buildings already use an abbreviated form of hybridized structural systems in the creation of concrete-
steel structures. Timber provides a relatively high performing and lightweight alternative to steel that 
can be used to expand a building above and beyond a foundational steel structural system. What’s more, 
timber shear panels can significantly reduce the deflection of steel structures, a valuable feature for tall 
structures. While the building code has failed to keep up with advancements in mass timber construction 
technologies, precedents throughout Europe have begun paving the way for this potential future of 
hybridized steel-timber tall buildings. 

This thesis investigates methods of updating an existing structural for contemporary programming needs, 
but also contemporary sustainability methods. As such, there is a pervasive need to acknowledge methods 
of minimizing waste, maximizing performance, and adapting to change. The minimal performance 
provided by 290 Park Avenue’s existing Modernist envelope shows the lengths required to achieve a net-
zero or even a high performance building. What’s more, the delicacy of the structural members created by 
this style leads to systems that might not be able to support these additional load requirements. As such, 
minimizing the weight created by added envelope layers while reinforcing existing systems will be a key 
component to the success of the thesis resolution. 

Through the use of high performance cutting-edge materials and innovations in structural systems, 
building adaptations for the modern era are able to go further than ever before. Design considerations 
drive innovation, but these new technologies can be used to push design as well. In combining forces, the 
architectural and engineering communities are able to create solutions that will serve as both functional 
and beautiful spaces for years to come. 

Buildings exist as a series of shear layers. As these layers fail, either through mechanical or social means, 
buildings grow, change, and eventually die.  In the majority of buildings, this end comes when the structural 
or safety capabilities of a building are no longer adequate, but skyscrapers have a much different lifecycle 
as there end comes of shifting political tides and the desire for bigger and better things. This process of 
demolishing urban structures leads to major issues of safety, waste, and heavy machinery movement that 
both the workers and the community have to deal with. As an alternative, modern methodologies allow 
for intensive deconstruction and rehabilitation. Weight and appearance of sustainable assemblies can be 
highly variable allowing for an extreme face lift without the need for demolition. 

As designers and planners look into the future of the America’s cities there is a choice to be made: is it 
better to make use of  the decades  of investment that cities hold with all the difficulties that entails, or to 
ease the way for progress through razing these structures. While there is no catch all solution to the issues 
surrounding urbanism and advancements, failing to consider all possibilities leads only to neglect and 
waste.
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Following the development of this work through a series of researched inquiries, I sought out examples 
of other buildings that have employed extreme means of adaptive reuse to evolve elderly buildings for 
contemporary use. I pulled two precedents, the Casa Batlló and the Quay Quarter Tower, that exemplify the 
development of iconic  structures off of an existing structural framework. The first utilizes a reinterpreted 
facade and interior layout while the second builds structural armatures off of an existing base.

Casa Batlló exemplifies the transformative potential of deconstruction and reconstruction. One of 
Gaudi’s masterpieces, the housing complex stands as an icon of Barcelona, much beloved by her residents 
and a major draw for global tourism. The building speaks to the rich culture of place and was able to the 
existing infrastructure of the city rather than starting from a blank canvas.  The building began life as 
a nondescript five story residential, deep in the heart of the city. After many years of use, the building 
not longer served its purpose: the occupants had outgrown the original space, new technologies made the 
existing facilities outdated, and the bland facade lacked the character to drive a protection movement for 
the space. Gaudi understood that the space would require major intervention to regain utility, but he also 
understood that to demolish the building would be both a waste of material investment and a waste of the 
historic investiture into any aged space. Instead, he stripped the building back to its structural core and 
then built back up from this base, adding additional service stories and a fascinating facade that speaks to 
the rich culture of the city and natural beauty surrounding it.

Australian based firm 3XN Architects alongside partners BVN and Arup are developing an extreme 
adaptive reuse project in the heart of Sydney. The Quay Tower’s plans enact major interventions on the 
AMP Centre to redevelop it into a contemporary office and retail tower. The building is scheduled for 
completion in 2022. The company’s design gesture connects the building back to the larger community 
and seeks to create a series of “villages” in its stacked design. A new ground floor addition considers natural 
pedestrian and transport pathways to smooth the transition between public and private spaces, integrating 
the building into the landscape.  Perhaps the building’s most innovative feature is its reuse of nearly 2./3rds 

of the extant structure. 3XN intends to remove the South facing facade of the building along with the 
connecting tissue to its sister tower. From here, they can build up additional structure to expand the floor 
plate and then clad it, refreshing the building and community at large without building completely anew.

This project is one of the only large scale examples of partial demolition and reconstruction. The Quay 
Tower exhibits one way in which aging towers might overcome the burdens of supporting additional 
programming, adapting to new code requirements, and updating aesthetics for a new era. Because this 
project is ultimately an example of extreme adaptive reuse, the site became the first design decision from 
which all others would embark. The site became important not only from an architectural perspective, but 
also from a historical and contextual one.

The primary site selection criteria for the thesis site was a space either underutilized or slated for 
demolition in a highly urban environment. Through my research, I found that these types of buildings 
create an enormous amount of waste and air pollution through their demolition and cause a great deal of 
strain on the urban landscape as they undergo this end-of-life processing. From a sustainability perspective, 
an urban high rise slated for demolition serves as a rich landscape for alternative reuse and rehabilitation 
efforts, with the building standing as both proof of the waste issue at hand and proof of the opportunities 
that lay therein.

From a social perspective, a near demolished urban skyscraper also allows for highly immersive 
engagement with the complex tapestry of urban life. Unlike a rural or urban mid rise structure, the 
construction, life, and demolition of a skyscraper touches thousands if not millions of people in their role as 
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prominent features of the urban landscape as well as their programmed role as offices, homes, and shopping 
centers.  Secondary considerations were the program, age, and construction type of any given tower. A 
diversified program was most desirable, allowing for merging of programs and interesting circulation 
routes between them. Postwar construction was more desirable than pre-war or contemporary structures. 
A steel framework, rather than concrete, was desirable as it eased adjustments to connections and framing 
during adaption.

270 Park Avenue in Lower Manhattan was the ideal combination of these factors and more. The tower 
is the headquarters for JP Morgan Chase in New York City. The site boasts a close connection to both 
Central Park and Grand Central Station, along with linkages to other urban infrastructure and sight lines 
down Park Avenue. Falling along a slight break in the regular street patterns of the city, the site marks a 
transitional space within the city and along this primary thoroughfare. 

From a use/underuse perspective, the tower is even more in sync with the thesis as it is currently under 
demolition, allowing for a side by side comparison of two alternative methods of bringing the site into 
modernity. The ongoing demolition also allows for a degree of insight into the inner workings of the 
building as they are exposed through this process. This demolition effort is the largest voluntary unbuilding 
of a structure in the world, breaking the 700 ft mark. All eyes are on its progression as it might signal the 
future of similar mid-century modern buildings in New York and beyond.

I then went on to investigate the design heritage of the space, beginning in 1959 with the commission of 
the tower. 270 Park Avenue’s development was completed in 1960, originally Union Carbide’s headquarters.  
The project was commissioned from SOM’s New York office and marked a turning point in the profession 
as the modern tower became the tallest female-designed structure in the world, courtesy of its architect 
Natalie de Blois. The building held this title for fifty years until the construction of Aqua Tower by Jeanne 
Gang. 

The tower incorporated innovative means of structural design, responding to the limitations of its site. 
Because of its positioning directly over the tracks of a Grand Central  terminal, the building was unable 
to have a basement and required careful placement of structural footings to avoid the rail lines. This close 
proximity to an active train line also led to careful noise and vibration considerations, leading to placing 
the columns onto a series of vibration pads.  Unlike other buildings of the time, 270 Park stepped back from 
the street, creating a large plaza space that engaged the pedestrian realm. The large concrete foyer allowed 
for not only an easing of foot traffic around the building, but also a place for exhibition and engagement. 
The ground floor of the tower pulls back even further, revealing columns an giving the building an illusion 
of floating above the pavement. The glass and steel tower comprised a dozen acres of glazing atop black 
sandwiched floor plates. The contrast and clean lines between these materials gave the tower a crisp and 
modern feeling while integrated systems exhibited cutting edge technology of the period. The building 
also integrated the latest in steel products, courtesy of its owner, Union Carbide. Lights and conditioning 
occupied the ceiling, freeing up the floor plate for adaption over time.

I also investigated the history of the tower and its occupant over time. The tower began its life as a titanic 
monument to modernity and industry, its presence dominating its mid-rise neighbors and ushering in a 
new era of glass and steel. However, over time its identity and power diminished as contemporary towers 
and supertalls infilled this desirable district. In the summer of 2018 JP Morgan and Chase announced their 
plans to demolish the aging building and replacing it with a new structure. They cited concerns over a 
lack of space for the company’s ever-growing workforce, aging systems in need of updates, and a program 
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that fails to connect the tower to its place in Manhattan’s midtown district as primary reasons for the 
destruction, mirroring more general concerns of space, systems, and services that all buildings face.  By the 
end of the month, 270 Park avenue will have completed its demolition and become nothing more than a 
memory

Only a fraction of the buildings on the island of Manhattan were build within the last forty years, 
with a large quantity of these being constructed in the south western financial district. Today, real estate 
development is moving north towards Central Park as supertalls constructed amidst these primarily mid 
century skyscraper yield dramatic view of the city, the park, and the bay. The remainder of Manhattan’s 
building stock is older than 40 years only, with mid rises averaging construction around the turn of the 
century and high rises and skyscrapers ranging in to the 1960s.  For tall buildings this marks a turning 
point in their lifecycle. The average age of demolished tall buildings is only 47, meaning that there are 
dozens of buildings in Manhattan that may be set for demolition

Situated in the heart of Manhattan’s midtown district, squarely between Central Park and Grand Central 
Station, the site is part of one of Manhattan’s two main high rise clusters and, as such, is a property with 
high developmental potential. In dark blue, the supertalls that are beginning to line this very same region 
around Central Park stand in stark contrast to the turn of the century buildings they neighbor. As this area 
south of the park continues to develop and grow many of these extant buildings enter a high risk stage of 
their lives. 

Like the rest of its latitude, New York  experiences dramatic shifts in sun angle throughout the year with 
June 21st experiencing the highest angle of sun and December 21st experiencing the lowest. This shift in 
solar angle provides opportunities to use facade systems as a means of shading or solar control throughout 
the year. Because the street grid of Manhattan is rotated eastward, following the lines of the island, pure 
cardinal weather patterns must be calculated. Both summer and winter winds hold a stringer presence 
on the buildings as faces are rotated to meet them directly. Sun is also a major consideration within this 
cardinal discussion, as all sided of a building are exposed to sun throughout the day since there is no purely 
north face. Sun exposure is much more evenly expressed in summer months, while winter months have 
concentrated exposure on the two south faces.

270 Park Avenue is situated within a highly dense portion of New York City. When it was built, it was 
the only skyscraper in the area, but today its neighbors tower around it, ranging from those in a easily 
repeating modern style to brick and stone art deco towers. Art deco buildings sport stone detailing around 
lower level windows and employ punched openings while modernist  steel towers employ curtain wall 
systems that open up a great deal to the street. 

The neighboring buildings are largely commercial/office typologies, with a smattering of entertainment 
an bureaucratic buildings among them. The majority of the surrounding buildings employ commercial 
spaces on the ground level with some sporting related businesses to the tower occupancy and others 
renting out retail space. There are relatively few residential towers in the surrounding area. Three of the 
four surrounding streets are one way, with Park Avenue being the exception. Park and Madison are larger 
avenues while 48th and 47th streets are relatively small roads connecting them. Pedestrian, automotive, 
and public transportation intersect across this block as people move between their cars, buses, and trains.

This site is situated within a unique dead zone of the city when it comes to residential structures. Though 
most of the surrounding blocks support up to a half million people per square mile, the block of 270 Park 
Avenue and its immediate neighbors host less than 1000. As a result almost every employee, shopper, and 
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sightseer in the district commuted in from another part of the cit. The real estate surrounding this region is 
some of the most expensive in the city with the vast majority of housing and transportation costs making 
up sixty percent or more of the median income for the region. Even so, the vast majority of commuters 
utilize public transit or walking to reach their work, rather than a private vehicle.

This project seeks to take an aging skyscraper slated for demolitions and rehabilitate into a contemporary 
and sustainable hub within the community. The project builds upon the structural framework of the 
existing building and prioritizes creating a comfortable and desirable space. While there is a degree to 
interior build-out in the design, the project seeks to develop a creative and innovative solution to the 
problems surrounding updating building systems through stripping it down to its bones and rebuilding.

In light of evolutions in spacial relationships following the increased digital working of 2020, demands 
on all spaces, but especially offices, must be reworked to suite contemporary sensibilities about work and 
living spaces. One of the majors shifts is one away from ‘cold desk’ programming to shared spaces that 
maximize the utility and occupancy of any given space. Another motivating factor for the development of 
this space list is to assess the spatial needs of the updated building and to determine the extent to which the 
floor plate would need to expand. This change in programmed space will go on to influence design decisions 
regarding supplemental structure and interior build out.

270 Park Avenue is a site surrounded by rich history and inspiration. The location allows for effective 
mixed-use applications and opportunities to combine disparate traditionally disparate programming 
elements into a contemporary corporate headquarters. The ongoing demolition occurring at this location 
allows for a distinct contrast between current practices and the potential presented through this thesis. The 
building is uniquely situated in the Special Midtown District. With this in mind, offering an alternative to 
destruction of a building within this district, and potentially lay the groundwork for future development 
patterns, builds upon these principals. In order to “grow, stabilize, and preserve” the Midtown community 
must first learn to value their building stock.

Building off of the information collected and processed through the research, site analysis, and 
programming stages, design on the tower expansion and redevelopment can begin. This phase understands 
270 Park Avenue as a location for testing the theorized potential of aging skyscrapers and to offer alternative 
means of end-of-life building processes.

As a glass and steel tower, there is a specific demolition order that generally emphasized deconstruction 
rather than explosive demolition. First the structure is analyzed for dangerous structural or fragile 
elements. From this point, glazing and ornamentation are removed to improve the safety of workers and 
surrounding occupants. This process also serves to potentially preserve auxiliary features of the building 
like moldings or casings. Next, structural enclosures are removed, exposing first the columns and then 
floor trusses, giving full access to the most integral layers of the building. Traditionally demolition of the 
structural elements would begin from the top down, but this project explores how these base elements can 
serve as a base for new design.

This thesis considers two primary organizations of space within the tower: one in which the program 
extends linearly throughout the tower (left) and the other in which programming exists in clusters 
distributed somewhat evenly throughout the building (right). The linear organization emphasizes the 
height and vertical nature of the tower. Elements might begin to impact the facade in turn as programmatic 
elements translate into lighting, glazing,  or material considerations. The cluster organization breaks up 
the reading of the building and serves as a means of democratizing the gathering spaces across given floors. 
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This means of organization also clusters based on density rather than on typology, creating opportunities 
for cross population uses of offices and conferencing spaces.

The new development commits to ideas of growth and connection, accentuating ideas inherent to this 
degree of  extreme adaptive reuse. Growth is interpreted in the relationship between new and old elements 
and the former engulfs the latter. However, rather than a parasitic relationship that this language might 
evoke, moments of exposure of the original building system indicate a symbiotic relationship that is more 
reflective of the building’s reality . 

The design begins by expanding floor plates through a series of baseline extrusions. This allows for 
the addition of new programming along with expansion of existing uses. These extrusions are then tied 
together through a series of arced bridges, blurring the line between existing and additional and loosening 
the definition of spaces. The edge of the new skin then lifts along the pedestrian thoroughfare, revealing 
interior spaces and engaging the human scale. 

The tower transitions gently between the new and the old, embracing the existing structure without 
smothering it. Hints of the original building peek through at the tower’s corners, maintaining the 
original views along Park Avenue. The dappled facade decreases in saturation as it reaches towards the 
sky, beginning to dissolve into the air at higher levels as its contrast reduces. The building utilizes multi 
story spaces to continue the language of connection and integration from the exterior to the interior. This 
language pervades the immensely public atria and conference halls throughout the building. The central 
atrium connects this interior and exterior language as it cuts through both systems.

Looking closer at the interaction between the new and the existing structure we can begin to see how the 
floor plate carves away along its edges, emphasizing lightness in the new spaces. The system has a slight 
feeling of compression and release moving between these spaces. The interaction of these two systems 
also maintains a presence throughout the floor plans. The new systems wind into the existing structure, 
creating highlighted moments within the space.

The supplemental structure is developed using a lightweight carbon fiber system. Carbon fiber is shown 
to be both stronger and lighter than steel. It utilizes adhesive connections and fasteners rather than welding 
for connections, making it an option conscientious of its load on existing structure and of the potential for 
it to change over time.  This floor plate extension is reinforced through the application of prefabricated 
panels that make up the facade. Layers of expanded vacuum sealed materials allow for this system to be 
both lightweight and well insulated in addition to its role as shear support for the building. The system is 
clad in hydrophobic coated tile that allows for complex patterning without onsite labor. Columns receive 
auxiliary connections to expand their structural load capability as needed. To these strengthened columns, 
the floor plate expansion cantilevers out, connecting back through an interlocking mechanism that wraps 
the column and connects back to the extant floor plates. 

These floor plate extensions are further supported by a tensile system that stretches along the floor edges 
in an inverted arc, connecting back to the underlying structure at the top of the building. This redistributes 
the load across the columns and allows for a thinner floor plate due to decreased span. The extension of 
floors up past the existing building on the lower western tower are created through larges scale trusses that 
space the width of the building . These allow for these floor to exist independently of the extant structure, 
connecting back only along the supplemental columns to the north and south.

We can begin to see how the new systems wind into the existing structure, creating highlighted moments 
within the space. This ground floor begins to introduce new commercial programming to the west, 
surrounding a central circulation and gathering space. This region connects back to the central atrium 
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before transitioning to the more formal tower lobby to the East. User groups blend in the central five 
story atrium, allowing for casual interactions between individuals through interconnected sight lines and 
pathways. This blending also gives opportunity for flexible programming throughout the day, opening 
for high traffic times and introducing vendors catering to the various needs of user groups as they’re 
demanded. 

Moving up in the building, we come across blended conference and office spaces. The western tower 
combines hot and cold desk offices to engage with contemporary understandings of blended work models. 
More permanent works spaces are arranged along the exterior while gathering and temporary work 
stations concentrate to the interior. To the East, space opens up, giving flexible access space to large 
auditoriums and gathering halls. With minimal intervention, the office region can be closed off from these 
larger gathering spaces, creating a possibility for more public use of these spaces throughout the year. Upper 
floors  emphasize the office worker, clustering individual work spaces along the edges of the tower while 
opening the corner for shared enjoyment. Rather than a purely open office plan, individual workspaces 
are clustered into pods of eight, creating a greater sense of community and privacy within the larger space.

Because of the building’s solar orientation and base programming, sun becomes a critical factor in the 
efficacy of space. Dynamic shading panels allow sunlight to be regulated throughout the day, reducing 
glare inside of office spaces. The system also keeps solar rays from directly contacting the building’s facade, 
reducing solar heat gain that highly impacts these sorts of high surface area structures. The facade system 
adjusts automatically to daylighting conditions, reducing glare in office spaces and preventing the solar 
heat gain by keeping direct sunlight off of the building’s primary skin. The screens exist as a series of 
kaynemaile panels that diffuse the light rather than completely blocking it. Though this rendering shows 
this internal panel in a taut form, the material would naturally gather as it collected, giving the building 
a shimmering facade as they shift in the wind. The combination of the glinting material and its dynamic 
movements cause the structure to breathe throughout the day and highlight its role as an ever evolving 
organism rather than a stagnant monolith.

The  radially symmetrical tessellated facade consists of two base blocks patterned together. The system’s 
modularity eases installation while the tiled module adds a degree of texture to the building’s surface as 
they alternatively conceal and reveal the building’s dappled facade. These panels are designed so that they 
can be manufactured off site and transported in to be installed. This reduces on-site hours and allows for a 
greater overlapping of production within the construction schedule. 

A building uses resource in three different ways across the span of its life cycle: it consumes raw materials 
and fuel during construction; electricity and gas throughout its life; and fuel and land space during 
demolition. If we have any home of reducing the waste load of our buildings, we have to address resource 
consumption at all stages. The reuse or recycling of an extant building reduces the load of the first issue 
by extending the life of the embodied carbon held within the building. This same carbon consideration 
also mitigates the third waste stream as materials are kept out of landfills and recycling plants, limiting 
transportation and material costs. Upcycling these structures also has the potential to reduce operation 
costs and energy consumption of a structure by updating systems and improving thermal enclosures. By 
upcycling an existing structural framework, designers can reduce energy consumption and resource use at 
all stages of a project.

The EPA mirrors this commentary in their discussion of the five main reasons to recycle and reuse 
construction components and materials. The organization states that this practice increases local jobs, 
reduces project expenses by avoiding disposal and purchase costs, lowers the necessary disposal sites, 
mitigates the impact of resource acquiral , and conserves landfill space. 
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Studies have shown that adaptive reuse, as opposed to new construction, reduces the environmental 
impact of a building in all climates across all categories, including climate change, human health, and 
ecosystem quality. The specific effectiveness of adaption depends on typology, region, the extent of the 
work being done, but the over all impact can be an up to 20 percent improvement. The same study showed 
that new construction that had a 30 percent improvement in operational costs could take up to 80 years to 
make up for the environmental cost of their construction. This number increases dramatically when we 
shift from the low-rise commercial buildings of the study to the towering giants of our cities. 

Even in cases where the adapted building fails to subceed the energy usage of a newly constructed 
building, the dramatically lessened upfront material and transportation costs of adaptions almost always 
make up for this difference as initial carbon expenditure is, on average, reduced to a third of the demand 
created by new construction. 

Across all stages of a building’s lifecycle, adaptive reuse has been proven to reduce the environmental 
impact, climate change contribution, and human health impacts when compared to new construction. 
At scale, this can mean substantial reductions in our cities’ energy consumption and carbon usage while 
making them more beautiful in turn. Though little research has been done into these same relationships 
at the megastructure scale, trends in existing data exhibit a correlation between the size of a building and 
reuse’s impact. It doesn’t just matter what is happening on a building level, but also on a urban and global 
scale.

Today, 270 Park Avenue is little more than a few steel members, and will soon be even less than that. 
Hundreds of tons of waste will be sent to landfills and recycling centers, destroying the time, carbon, and 
human investment that went into creating it.  This is the fate of a once celebrated modernist icon and, if 
trends hold true, this will be the fate of dozens more towers throughout the coming decade. 

When the American Folk Art Museum was demolished after only 10 years of use, one of its architects 
commented, “Yes, one day all buildings will turn to dust, but this building could have been reused. 
Unfortunately the imagination and the will were not there. A building admired, visited, and studied 
by so many will now be reduced to memory.” With a little will and a little imagination, we can begin to 
understand our buildings as investments that stretch long into the future rather than temporary moments 
in our urban history.

Immortal skyscrapers exhibits one example of extreme adaptive reuse and the varying impact it can have 
on a city. However, a single building is not enough. If we hope to curb the extreme carbon and energy 
consumption of our cities, we must start by resetting our conception of the buildings that lie therein. 
Our cities are aging rapidly and as they approach their maturity we have a choice to make: will we let our 
buildings die or will we support them into an enduring future?
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The embodied carbon of urban 
megastructures is an untapped resource 
essential to interrupting the build-
demolition pattern that dominates 
architecture.

In what ways can the foundational 
materials of aging skyscrapers be 
reinvested into our urban landscapes?

ABSTRACT
All things come to an end. As our cities age, underutilized 
and outdated skyscrapers are entering their last stages of 
life. In spite of the enormous material, labor, and economic 
investment in these structures, the decision to demolish 
them and begin again from the ground up has become 
increasingly common in the past decade. Demolition 
not only chips away at the character of place, but it also 
destroys the material, time, and monetary investment that 
makes up a thesis investigates methods of reinvesting the 
embodied carbon of these towers as they transition into 
the modern era, standing as an alternative to razing and 
beginning anew. 

Immortal Skyscrapers tests this principle of adaptation 
and reuse by applying them to the 270 Park Avenue tower, 
currently the tallest voluntarily demolished building in the 
world. The project embraces the necessary changes to the 
tower, namely expanded usable floor space and updated 
systems, while building upon the building’s existing 
structural core. The reimagined 270 Park Avenue expands 
programming to connect to the rich cultural landscape 
it occupies while also connecting to the environmental 
context through mechanical screening arrays. While the 
program, facade, and systems might all change through 
time, the heart of our urban megastructures must endure 
to break the waste cycle that dominates architecture. 
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INTRODUCTION

THINKING BEYOND THE END
Humanity has always stretched towards the sky. The 
reaching peaks of our spires,  monuments, and towers 
are intrinsically linked with power and prestige creating 
an ever growing demand for these coveted positions.  
Today’s corporate skyscrapers allow us to stretch 
higher than ever, becoming giants that dominate our 
urban landscape. But all things come to an end. As the 
20th century’s monuments of industry reach their last 
stages of life, their own status-based beginnings drive 
them towards destruction as new towers inherit their 
urban roles, continuing the build-demolition pattern 
that dominates architecture. However, though this 
cycle is long-standing, it’s not inevitable.  The material, 
environmental, and human investment put into these 
buildings is an untapped resource essential to mitigating 
the wastefulness of our profession. We must relearn 
the value of these urban megastructures, before they 
disappear altogether.

The EPA estimates that Construction and Demolition 
make up nearly a third of all waste produced in the 
US with 90 percent of this mass coming directly from 
demolition. This means that every year more than 2000 
new acres of landfill is created just from our old buildings 
and infrastructure with an equal amount of waste being 
pushed into the recycling stream.1 This is the equivalent 
of a central park’s worth of land being covered each year. 
With this in mind, decades-long trends in skyscraper 
demolition become even more concerning. Since the 
1940s, each decade has seen an exponential increase in 
the voluntary demolition of buildings over 75 meters 
tall.2 Based on these data trends, the 2020s are set to 
experience more of these demolitions than the entirety 
of the 20th century combined. 

With an estimated 2.5 trillion square feet of space to 
be added to our building stock over the next forty years,3 
trends indicate that the  frequency and height of these 
voluntary demolitions will only continue to increase with 
little care for their impact on both an environmental and 
social level. As the demands for urban spaces change we 
tend to approach new development from a ground up 
perspective. But this isn’t the only way of thinking about 
updating our building stock.

With a little care and a little creativity, we can reinvest 
the foundational components of our urban building 
stock into contemporary spaces. Our building must learn 
how to grow and evolve alongside our cities. These aging 
titans are not commodities to be replaced on a whim, but 
essential components of our sustainable future. 

1. “Construction and Demolition Debris: Material-Specific Data,” Facts and Figures about Materials, Waste and 
Recycling,  United States Environmental Protection Agency. https://www.epa.gov/facts-and-figures-about-
materials-waste-and-recycling/construction-and-demolition-debris-material

2. “World’s Tallest Demolished Buildings,” CTBUH Journal, no. 2 (2018): 48
3. “New Buildings: Operational Emissions,” Architecture 2030. https://architecture2030.org/new-buildings-

operations/
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INITIAL DEVELOPMENT
Our cities are dying. And at the same time they are growing 
faster than ever. As the turn of the 20th century towers 
are reaching their maturity and are falling into disrepair, 
the questions that emerged for me was: why are these 
buildings no longer desirable and what can be salvaged 
from them? Unlike the relatively low impact buildings of 
the rural landscape, the giants that make up urban spaces 
embody an enormous amount of material, carbon, and 
labor costs that add up across their lifetime. 

If we want to continue the urban lifestyles that are once 
again increasing in popularity, we must account for the 
impact that this lifestyle’s built form amasses. Through a 
more thorough understanding of demolition causes and 
processes alongside analysis of alternative end-of-life 
solutions, immortal skyscrapers can better understand 
what role these towers play in the urban and sustainable 
landscape. Throughout this initial development I 
developed these concepts through a series of investigative 
research papers and precedent studies.
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RESEARCH
On February 21, 2018, global banking superpower JP 
Morgan announced that they would be demolishing 
their Manhattan office tower: a 700 foot structure 
designed by SOM’s Natalie de Blois. The decision was met 
with a mixed response as some decried the wastefulness 
of tearing down a functioning building that had stood 
for decades as the tallest female designed structure while 
others felt that the glass and steel modernist tower had 
long been an eyesore and that its removal would make 
way for more beautiful and more functional alternative. 
Regardless of public opinion, the demolition of 270 
Park Avenue marked a turning point in the way we deal 
with outgrown and aging skyscrapers a speaks to a new 
reality: the cities of the turn of the century are quietly 
coming to their end. 

With this shifting reality facing the urban future, it is 
critical to examine and understand all that is possible to 
salvage of this building infrastructure. The first element 
of this process is investigating why buildings drift into  
obsolescence. Once this is established, understanding 
of the degrees to which buildings are pulled apart and 
methodologies of putting them back together begins. 
From this information, a plan emerges to mitigating the 
waste while maximizing the beauty within the aging 
urban landscape.



Fig 4: Demolition of 270 Park Avenue Fig 5: Stewart Brand’s Shear layers
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WHY BUILDINGS DIE
Structures are born and killed every day, but the death of 
the  fifty-two story office tower at 270 Park Avenue sets 
a distinct precedent and draws into question the future 
of our skylines.1 When these megastructures age out of 
utility what can we do with these massive pieces of urban 
infrastructure? By investigating how buildings naturally 
change over time, why they become obsolete, and how 
these changes might be addressed at scale, we can better 
understand where the future of our cities lie.  

Stewart Brand’s How Buildings Learn  introduces 
the concept of inevitable change within the built 
environment. He states, “From the first drawings to the 
final demolition, buildings are shaped and reshaped by 
changing cultural currents, changing real-estate value, 
and changing usage.” 2 The popular idea that architecture 
is a stagnant monolith of function-driven purpose is 
pervasive, but the reality of our built environment is 
that it is constantly shifting to accommodate new modes 
of living and new uses. Adaption is truly the language of 
architecture as it bows to its ever-shifting occupants and 
context.

Brand proposes that instead of a monolith, architecture 
exists as a series of shear layers (fig. 5). Buildings are 
constructed and then occupied in a series of stages, so 
the means of maintenance and rehabilitation often 
follow suit. While the structure will, by its nature, 
last the duration of a building’s lifecycle, a building’s 

1. “JPMorgan Chase CEO Dimon and NYC Mayor de Blasio Announce New, State-of-the-Art JPMorgan Chase 
Headquarters to Rise at 270 Park Ave,” News and Stories,  JP Morgan Chase, February 21, 2018. https://www.
jpmorganchase.com/news-stories/new-headquarters-270-park-ave.

2. Stewart Brand, How Buildings Learn: What Happens After They’re Built, (New York, NY: Viking Penguin, 1994), 2
3. Brand, 17.

internal systems are updated with new technologies and 
mechanisms ever ten or twenty years, and the “stuff,” the 
mobilia of a space, is in an eternal state of flux.3 Buildings 
adapt through the “shearing” of these layers and their 
replacement. A new occupant might remodel the space 
plan, new code might require shearing the building’s skin; 
buildings endure with the ability change as needed while 
maintaining the character of the place. Structures that 
allow independent access to these design and occupation 
layers are better able to adapt to new uses and endure 
through time.

When it comes to skyscrapers and other tall buildings 
the complexity of aging increases dramatically. In a 
2003 article for Praxis,  Daniel Abramson describes the 
context in which obsolescence interacts with the built 
environment. Largely, the destruction of tall buildings is 
not due to any structural or material flaw, but due to the 
changing attitude of the public towards these structures. 
Abramson identifies “changes in district character, 
newer buildings with better service, unadaptable 
interior layouts, and neighboring buildings blocking 
light and air”4 as major influences in the perceived 
obsolescence of buildings. This connection between 
public favor and perceived value is intrinsic to the 
destruction or preservation of spaces. Brand comments, 
“The accumulated human investment it shows, for the 
attractive patina it wears,” 5 but this sentimentality of age 
is largely absent in the discussion of skyscrapers as they 

serve the role, not of building the culture and identity 
of a community, but of establishing the dominance and 
power of a corporate entity.  Buildings that cannot adapt 
to an effervescent sense of aesthetic, organization, and 
competition fall out of favor much more quickly than 
those which can. 

Researchers Dario Trabucco and  Paolo Fava of The 
Council of Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat (CTBUH) 
comments, that “their aging is rarely caused by structural 
decay, due to the characteristics of the materials used to 
construct them - steel, concrete, glass, and aluminum. 
Instead, the decline of tall buildings is more often a 
consequence of functional obsolescence.” 6 This is to say 
that buildings, especially at a low-rise scale, tend to fail 
when the structure does. Without a structure, a building 
doesn’t exist. Skyscrapers, on the other hand, fail much 
more often due to political and social reasons, not material 
ones. 

Trabucco and Fava go on to argue that while demolition 
allows for a greater diversity of building development, it 
ultimately fails from both a fiscal and social perspective. 
Demolition of tall buildings is a lengthy and complex 
process that exists not only as an inconvenience for 
surrounding urban life but as a sink for the building 
owner as every day the building is under construction 
is a day that they are not earning revenue from the 
space.7 What’s more, when a tall building is slated for 
demolition, it’s obsolescence most often comes in one 
of three forms: issues related to vertical transportation, 
adaption to modern code, or the appearance and function 
of the facade.8 Though these issues are complex and 
require a deep level of intervention, they can be solved 
within a renovation and adaption context. 

Hartshorne Plunkard Architects’ founding partners 
discussed the extreme value of adaption even in the face 
of difficulties in a February 2020 interview. “[Chicago 
and New York] are now facing the issue of what to do 
with vintage skyscrapers…. The value that these qualities 
represent lies in the fact that they are irreplaceable”9.  

They identify two facets that make up the priceless 
quality of aging skyscrapers. The first is the building’s 
historic character, which has been earned through long 
years supporting a community and adapting to place. The 
second is the material investment already existing in these 
spaces. The ability to recycle, and in some cases, upcycle 
and entire building drastically reduces the embodied 
carbon of a site. While they state that some depths 
required of adaption lead demolition to be the cheaper 
alternative, the richness that comes with place and the 
wealth of embodied energy in a tall building outweigh 
any alternative. 

Because this project seeks to ameliorate the need 
for traditional demolition practices in outdated tall 
structures, it is necessary to first understand the driving 
forces behind these issues. As Brand argues in his book, 
“buildings are always tearing themselves apart,”10 but 
the scale to which these disturbances occur is dependent 
on both the type of building and the occupant. At the tall 
building scale, structure has a limited ability for failure, 
so demolition usually is a result of societal pressures in 
the form of regulations and social pressures in the form 
of aesthetic.

When JP Morgan set into motion the demolition 
of their Midtown megastructure as a way of engaging 
with new innovations and updating their brand they 
failed to recognize the action’s role in a larger story of 
waste and evolution in urban environments. Buildings 
are not stagnant. Rather, they grow and change with 
their occupants and shifting culture. If we hope to save 
the aged patina and material investment of these spaces, 
we must begin to engage with them as forms of urban 
infrastructure, not as disposable goods.  As the process 
of demolition advances, this understanding is becoming 
integrated into contemporary practices.  

4. Daniel M. Abramson, “Obsolescence: Notes Towards a History,” PRAXIS: Journal of Writing + Building, no. 5 (2003):  
107.

5. Brand, 10.
6. Paolo Fava and Dario Trabucco, “Retrofit: Confronting the Question of Demolition or Renovation,”  CTBUH Journal, 

no. 4 (2013), 38.
7. Paolo Fava and Dario Trabucco, 39.
8. Paolo Fava and Dario Trabucco, 40.
9. Paul Alessandro, Raymond Hartshorne and Jan Klerks, “Interview Talking Tall: A Future for Tall Building History: 

Rehabilitation of Early 20th Century Skyscrapers,” CTBUH Journal, no. 1 (2012),  80.
10. Brand, 13.
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HOW BUILDINGS DIE
While communities across the globe value the aged 
patina of their building stock, the reality of urban cities 
is that the average age of the tallest buildings demolished 
is only 41 years old.11 This clearly exhibits the tendencies 
of owners and designers alike devaluing tall buildings 
as disposable. In understanding issues surrounding 
demolition, contemporary methodologies, and potential 
future practices, communities can begin revaluing these 
structures and building upon them. 

Unlike demolition of a small or medium scale, 
unbuilding urban megastructures has rippling effects 
on the surrounding community that can last for years. 
Though every demolition project has its own series of 
troubles, the primary issues with demolishing tall 
buildings are the controlled dismembering of structural 
members, the transportation of machines and waste, and, 
on and off-site safety. As the demolition of tall buildings 
begins to exceed the 700 foot threshold the Council of Tall 
Buildings believes that “the practical considerations of 
tall building demolition are now front and center.”12With 
this in mind, designers must understand how these major 

issues influence the demolition process and methods that 
might circumvent them in order to succeed in this new 
reality.

Traditionally, high-rise demolition has followed an 
inside-out and top-down approach. This methodology 
often leads to structural systems being the last and most 
troublesome elements of a project to remove. Demolition 
experts must fully understand the structural capabilities 
of each member of a high-rise prior to commencing any 
action because of the delicate interplay of shear walls 
with compression and tensile structures. As structure is 
torn apart, especially at heights in which natural forces 
become a major concern, this balance is broken and 
chances of catastrophic failure increase.13  What’s more, 
such processes require the use of expensive tower cranes 
for extended periods, at times reaching into months if 
not years. Demolishing structure requires an intimate 
knowledge of the systems at play along with the financial 
means to support the thousands of hours required for its 
completion.

11. “World’s Tallest Demolished Buildings,” CTBUH Journal, no. 2 (2018): 48.
12. Stefano Panseri, “What are the Key Considerations When Demolishing a Tall Building?” CTBUH Journal, no. 3 

(2018): 54.
13. Panseri, 54.
14. Panseri, 54.

Fig 6: Critical Failure during Construction in New Orleans

Even if everything goes as planned, the issue of 
transporting the tons of waste through dense urban 
environments remains. Stefano Panseri, an expert 
on large scale demolition, commented “the analysis 
of the context is equally important [to the analysis of 
structure], because each demolition site interacts with 
the surrounding areas…The capacity of adjacent road 
networks to accommodate the volume and mass of 
construction vehicles are major considerations.”14 In a 
city, debris cannot simply be allowed to fall to the ground 
or hauled away in oversized semis. Instead the progression 
of material from the upper structure, to the ground, 
through the city, and to its final resting place must  all 
be carefully coordinated to mitigate the demolition’s 
impact on the larger urban context.

This process of operating heavy machinery and 
hauling detritus hundreds of feet in the air is also a 
major contributor to the second major concern: safety. 
The primary population thought of during demolition 
are the operators who occupy these open faced towers. 
Major fall risks tend to be mitigated by implementing a 
secondary “cocoon” while fire risks remain a concern for 
all projects dealing with the hot cutting of steel members. 
5In addition to the occupational risks faced by contractors, 
the general public can also be put at risk through these 
processes including issues surrounding the “scattering of 
dust particle s over wide areas, risk of falling debris, and 
[the] generation of demolition noise and vibration.”15

As an ever increasing quantity of buildings approach 
their end of life cycle, it is more critical than ever to 
investigate contemporary means of demolition and 
disposal which directly address these fundamental issues. 
In 2015 Japan’s Taisei Corporation made a first effort to 
overcome these restrictions in the development of the 
Taisei Ecological Reproduction System (TECOREP). The 
system creates a faux roof and wall system over floors 
of high-rises undergoing demolition, tying back into 
the structural support of lower levels with a series of 
hydraulic jacks. As demolition progresses, the system 
lowers itself down the building. The major benefits of 
this process is that it alleviates much of the risk associated 
with such construction. While the process still requires a 
great deal of understanding about the existing conditions 

of a given space, the full encasement of the demolition 
zone and secondary structure provided by the hydraulic 
jacks minimize the risks associated with critical failure 
of a structure. What’s more, the system reduces the need 
for expensive tower cranes and their transportation as 
after the initial labor of its installation, machinery is 
lowered with the system and waste is cycled through the 
tower’s core. The final major issue, safety, is perhaps what 
is best addressed by the TECOREP System, as fall risk is 
greatly reduced for those working on site and the dust, 
debris, and noise of the process are all but eliminated 
for the urban context.16 Taisei understood that adapting 
demolition processes for modernity is a growing necessity 
and developed a contemporary system that has since been 
replicated across the globe.

An alternative to total demolition that has emerged 
in the past decade is deconstruction. While many of the 
same concerns surrounding safety, transport of waste, and 
staged work still apply, the process emphasizes breaking a 
building back into components rather than using violent 
means to tear it apart. In addition to initial inspections 
of structure and hazardous materials, deconstruction 
experts will also catalogue items of value and those that 
can be reused or upcycled. From here, materials are 
carefully disassembled in a manner of construction in 
reverse. The emphasis on keeping materials in as near to 
a whole state as possible reduces both the waste produced 
by a given site and the general dust and debris that can 
pollute surrounding environments.17 From disadvantages, 
components are either stored onsite for reuse in new 
construction or auctioned to third party contractors. This 
cyclical approach to material processing allows owners 

15. Hideki Ichihara, Makoto Kayashima, Yosuke Noguchi, Yozo Shinozaki, “Development of a New Clean Demolition 
System for Tall Buildings,” Global Interchanges: Resurgence of the Skyscraper City, (2015): 393.

16. Hideki Ichihara, Makoto Kayashima, Yosuke Noguchi, Yozo Shinozaki, 395.
17. Barbara Knecht, “Designing for Disassembly and Deconstruction,” Architectural Record Vol. 192, no. 10 (2004): 183.

Fig 7: TECOREP System Sinks as Building is Demolished
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18. Barbara Knecht, 185
19. “World’s Tallest Demolished Buildings,”49.

and contractors a way to recoup some of the investment 
in the original building and mitigate the waste products 
associated with demolition.

While the process of deconstruction is somewhat more 
involved that traditional demolition, the economic and 
sustainable aspects often outweigh its detriments. Every 
year the United states demolishes more than 200,000 
buildings. Since demolition materials account for 92 
percent of constructions waste, it becomes clear why 
nearly 40 percent of all waste relates back to the built 
environment.18 By recovering material from sites, not 
only are designers and contractors reducing the burden of 
this waste directly affecting the environment, but they are 
also reducing the environmental, and economic, costs of 
creating and transporting material during construction 
as past projects have reduced waste materials to a mere 10 
percent by mass. 

This thesis explores the process of deconstruction 
while pushing it further to emphasize the adaptive reuse 
of structural members onsite. In both demolition and 
adaptive reuse, tall buildings are almost always stripped 

Fig 8: Tallest Buildings ever Demolished

to their structure before this element can be removed. 
This thesis proposes that rather than follow through 
with this final step, the structure can be reclaimed as a 
part of or basis for new construction. This process reduces 
the time spend on demolition, reduced the dangers 
imposed by damaging structural systems, mitigates 
risks of fire in the reduction of the use of hot cutting, 
and ultimately contributes to a major reduction in the 
embodied carbon of a site by eliminating the need to 
recreate the energy dense framework of a tall building. 
The thesis incorporates aspects of both demolition and 
deconstruction in an effort to find a sustainable solution 
to the problem of our aging cities. 

Modern tall building demolition and deconstruction 
practices exist to mitigate risk, but it is possible to push 
these practices further to envision a future that embraces 
these high-rises as urban infrastructure. Of the ten tallest 
buildings ever torn down, only two were demolished 
because structural concerns.19  The remainder found their 
end simply because of changing times. In questioning 
long held beliefs about the cycles of construction and 
demolition a rich and sustainable future is possible.

REVIVING BUILDINGS
With sustainability and a general desire to improve the 
performance of our existing building stock in mind, 
recent years have shown tremendous leaps not just in 
how we take buildings apart, but also how we put them 
together again. Through these methods, cities are able 
to maintain their urban fabric while experiencing the 
luxury of contemporary safety and comfort. Through 
an examination of these processes, designers can begin to 
understand the base considerations in adoption efforts. 
Innovations in building technologies allow for more 
invasive adaptations of existing structures through 
the use of high performance layers and structural 
interventions. 

A 2015 study showed that an average of thirty percent 
of energy used in space conditioning is wasted due to poor 
envelopes.20 With this in mind, it is critical to consider 
methods of modifying this outermost layer of protection 
when conducting any level of adaptation to existing 
structures. In order to effectively pursue large scale 
adaptations to the energy performance of a structure, 
understanding the baseline energy performance and the 
desired performance are critical first steps. If a building 
system is performing at a relatively normal or even high 

level, an application of additional insulation might be 
the desirable route as it is minimally invasive and can 
often resolve in similar aesthetic sentiments for both 
interiors and exteriors. If there is a large divide in the 
performance of an envelope system, dramatic changes 
to the building are often necessary, including full 
HVAC system overhauls, onsite energy collection, and 
advanced insulating measures. By carefully evaluating 
the potential of existing components alongside desired 
results, a better understanding of where intervention is 
necessary emerges.21

Innovations in insulating technologies have allowed 
for minimally invasive, high performance materials. 
The forefront of these is the application of vacuum 
insulation technologies to architectural assemblies. Heat 
is transferred through three basic processes: convection, 
conduction, and radiation. Because convection and 
conduction require particulate contact or movement to 
transfer heat through a surface, creating a vacuum within 
insulating material greatly reduces the transmission 
through the core of the material. With this in mind, 
vacuum insulated panels (VIPs) are able to greatly 
increase their effective R-values by minimizing instances 

Fig 9: Energy Savings by Adaption Methodology

20. Ehsan Kamel and Ali M. Memari, “Different Methods in Building Envelope Energy Retrof it,” 3rd Residential 
Building Design & Construction Conference, Penn State (2016): 64.

21. Kamel and Memari, 66
22. Ruben Baetens, Bjørn P. Jelle, Jan V. Thue, Martin J. Tenpierik, Steinar Grynning, Sivert Uvsløkk, and Arild Gustavsen, 

“Vacuum insulation panels for building applications: A review and beyond.” Energy and Buildings, no. 42 (2010): 
147-172..
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minimizing their negative effects. Many tall buildings 
already use an abbreviated form of hybridized structural 
systems in the creation of concrete-steel structures, 
but “the potential identified in recent design proposals 
suggest that genuinely tall timber buildings are likely 
to become a reality in the very near future.”25 Timber 
provides a relatively high performing and lightweight 
alternative to steel that can be used to expand a building 
above and beyond a foundational steel structural system. 
What’s more, timber shear panels can significantly 
reduce the deflection of steel structures, a valuable feature 
for tall structures.26 While the building code has failed to 
keep up with advancements in mass timber construction 
technologies, precedents throughout Europe have begun 
paving the way for this potential future of hybridized 
steel-timber tall buildings. 

This thesis investigates methods of updating an 
existing structural for contemporary programming 
needs, but also contemporary sustainability methods. As 
such, there is a pervasive need to acknowledge methods 
of minimizing waste, maximizing performance, and 
adapting to change. The minimal performance provided 
by 290 Park Avenue’s existing Modernist envelope shows 
the lengths required to achieve a net-zero or even a high 
performance building. What’s more, the delicacy of the 
structural members created by this style leads to systems 
that might not be able to support these additional load 
requirements. As such, minimizing the weight created 
by added envelope layers while reinforcing existing 
systems will be a key component to the success of the 
thesis resolution. 

Through the use of high performance cutting-edge 
materials and innovations in structural systems, building 
adaptations for the modern era are able to go further than 
ever before. Design considerations drive innovation, but 
these new technologies can be used to push design as well. 
In combining forces, the architectural and engineering 
communities are able to create solutions that will serve 
as both functional and beautiful spaces for years to come. 

23. Lori Ferriss and Andmichael J. Auren, “A Road Map to Structural Alterations in the International Existing Building 
Code,” APT Bulletin: The Journal of Preservation Technology 49, no. 1 (2018): 1-8.

24. Ferriss and Auren, 6.
25. Robert M. Foster,  Michael H. Ramage, and Thomas Reynolds, “Rethinking CTBUH Height Criteria In the Context of 

Tall Timber,” CTBUH Journal, no. 4 (2017): 28. 
26. Yalda Khorasani, “Feasibility Study of Hybrid Wood Steel Structures,” Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETDs) 

2011. T, University of British Columbia, 69.

of conduction and convection at all points by the panel 
perimeter.22 In addition to the extent that VIPs might 
drastically improve traditionally insulated assemblies, 
they pose an even greater benefit to the future of glazing. 
The once detrimental effects of the minimal thermal mass 
of the system can now be transformed into the potential 
for a closed system high-performance assembly. Vacuum 
insulating technology allows for a variety of materials 
and components to experience greatly increased envelope 
performance without increasing mass or volume.

These changing loads driven by envelope changes are 
critically important as the two key drivers for structural 
adaptation are the addition of new material creating 
added load and updating structural systems to meet 
contemporary code requirements. The International 
Building Code qualifies three main type of building 
alteration at the structural level: the prescriptive method, 
in which structure is updated along a series of guidelines 
unilaterally, the work area method, which has certain 
requirement triggered by qualifying extents of work 
done, and the performance method, which requires in 
depth analysis of site and structural systems to determine 
appropriate loading conditions.23 The work area method 
requires the most intensive understanding of the scope of 
the project as it is largely determined by the percentage of 
floor area affected. Structural adaptations only need to be 
considered if adaptations move beyond finish to a Level 
2 Adaption or above. In instances of Level 2 Adaption, 
for which the construction area is less than fifty percent 
of the floor area, structural considerations only need 
to be met if there is a greater than ten percent shift in 
building load. By contrast, Level 3 Adaption, where the 
construction area is above fifty percent of the floor area, 
structural adaptation area is also a consideration. When 
this calculation exceeds 30% of the floor plate, structural 
analysis is required.24

These interventions can take many forms, but an 
emerging design concept is hybridized structural systems 
which utilize multiple materials. This methodology 
allows for the variation in materiality to maximize 
the benefits of the respective components and thereby 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Buildings exist as a series of shear layers. As these layers 
fail, either through mechanical or social means, buildings 
grow, change, and eventually die.  In the majority of 
buildings, this end comes when the structural or safety 
capabilities of a building are no longer adequate, but 
skyscrapers have a much different lifecycle as there end 
comes of shifting political tides and the desire for bigger 
and better things. This process of demolishing urban 
structures leads to major issues of safety, waste, and heavy 
machinery movement that both the workers and the 
community have to deal with. As an alternative, modern 
methodologies allow for intensive deconstruction and 
rehabilitation. Weight and appearance of sustainable 
assemblies can be highly variable allowing for an extreme 
face lift without the need for demolition. 

As designers and planners look into the future of the 
America’s cities there is a choice to be made: is it better to 
make use of  the decades  of investment that cities hold 
with all the difficulties that entails, or to ease the way for 
progress through razing these structures. While there is 
no catch all solution to the issues surrounding urbanism 
and advancements, failing to consider all possibilities 
leads only to neglect and waste.
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PRECEDENTS
Following the development of this work through a series 
of researched inquiries, I sought out examples of other 
buildings that have employed extreme means of adaptive 
reuse to evolve elderly buildings for contemporary use. 
I pulled two precedents, the Casa Batlló and the Quay 
Quarter Tower, that exemplify the development of iconic  
structures off of an existing structural framework. The 
first utilizes a reinterpreted facade and interior layout 
while the second builds structural armatures off of an 
existing base.



Fig 10: Underlying Facade Patterning 

Fig 11: Former and Latter Facade Diagram

Fig 12 (above): Window Detail
Fig 13 (right): Gaudi’s Floor Plans 

with Original Structure 
Highlighted
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EVERYDAY TO ICONIC
casa batlló: an exploration of facade

Casa  Bat l ló  exempl i f ie s  the 
t r ans format ive  potent i a l  o f 
deconstruction and reconstruction. 
One of Gaudi’s masterpieces, the 
housing complex stands as an icon 
of Barcelona, much beloved by 
her residents and a major draw for 
global tourism. The building speaks 
to the rich culture of place and was 
able to the existing infrastructure of 
the city rather than starting from a 
blank canvas.

 The building began life as a 
nondescript five story residential, 
deep in the heart of the city. After 
many years of use, the building 
not longer served its purpose: the 
occupants had outgrown the original 
space, new technologies made the 
existing facilities outdated, and the 
bland facade lacked the character to 
drive a protection movement for the 
space.1

1. “History of Casa Batlló,” Casa Batlló. 
September 10, 2020, casabatllo.es/en/
antoni-gaudi/casa-batllo/history/.

Gaudi understood that the space 
would require major intervention to 
regain utility, but he also understood 
that to demolish the building 
would be both a waste of material 
investment and a waste of the historic 
investiture into any aged space. 
Instead, he stripped the building 
back to its structural core and then 
built back up from this base (fig. 11), 
adding additional service stories and 
a fascinating facade that speaks to the 
rich culture of the city and natural 
beauty surrounding it. 



Fig 14: Integrated Green Space

Fig 15: Entrance Development

Fig 16 (left): Additional Program
Fig 17 (above): Partial Demolition 

and Reconstruction
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EXTREME REUSE
quay quarter tower: upcycling existing structure

Austra l i an  based  f i rm 3XN 
Architects alongside partners BVN 
and Arup are developing an extreme 
adaptive reuse project in the heart 
of Sydney. The Quay Tower’s plans 
enact major interventions on the 
AMP Centre to redevelop it into 
a contemporary office and retail 
tower. The building is scheduled for 
completion in 2022.

The company’s design gesture 
connects the building back to the 
larger community and seeks to 
create a series of “villages” in its 
stacked design. A new ground floor 
addition considers natural pedestrian 
and transport pathways to smooth 
the transition between public and 
private spaces, integrating the 
building into the landscape (fig. 19). 

1. “How Do We Humanize the High-Rise?,” 
Quay Tower. October 10, 2020, https://3xn.
com/project/quay-quarter-tower-2

Perhaps  the  bui ld ing ’ s  most 
innovative feature is its reuse of 
nearly 2./3rds of the extant structure 
(fig. 21). 3XN intends to remove the 
South facing facade of the building 
along with the connecting tissue 
to its sister tower. From here, they 
can build up additional structure 
to expand the floor plate and then 
clad it, refreshing the building and 
community at large without building 
completely anew.1

STRUCTURAL REUSE
This project is one of the only large 

scale examples of partial demolition and 
reconstruction. The Quay Tower exhibits 
one way in which aging towers might 
overcome the burdens of supporting 
additional programming, adapting to 
new code requirements, and updating 
aesthetics for a new era.
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SITE
Because this project is ultimately an example of extreme 
adaptive reuse, the site became the first design decision 
from which all others would embark. The site became 
important not only from an architectural perspective, 
but also from a historical and contextual one. 
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SELECTION

CRITERIA

The primary site selection criteria for the thesis site was 
a space either underutilized or slated for demolition in a 
highly urban environment. Through my research, I found 
that these types of buildings create an enormous amount 
of waste and air pollution through their demolition 
and cause a great deal of strain on the urban landscape 
as they undergo this end-of-life processing. From a 
sustainability perspective, an urban highrise slated for 
demolition serves as a rich landscape for alternative reuse 
and rehabilitation efforts, with the building standing 
as both proof of the waste issue at hand and proof of the 
opportunities that lay therein.

From a social perspective, a near demolished urban 
skyscraper also allows for highly immersive engagement 
with the complex tapestry of urban life. Unlike a rural 
or urban midrise structure, the construction, life, and 
demolition of a skyscraper touches thousands if not 
millions of people in their role as prominent features of 
the urban landscape as well as their programmed role as 
offices, homes, and shopping centers. 

Secondary considerations were the program, age, and 
construction type of any given tower. A diversified 
program was most desirable, allowing for merging of 
programs and interesting circulation routes between 
them. Postwar construction was more desirable than 
pre-war or contemporary structures. A steel framework, 
rather than concrete, was desirable as it eased adjustments 
to connections and framing during adaption.

270 PARK AVENUE

270 Park Avenue in Lower Manhattan was the ideal 
combination of these factors and more. The tower is the 
headquarters for JP Morgan Chase in New York City. 
The site boasts a close connection to both Central Park 
and Grand Central Station, along with linkages to other 
urban infrastructure and sight lines down Park Avenue. 
Falling along a slight break in the regular street patterns 
of the city, the site marks a transitional space within the 
city and along this primary thoroughfare. 

From a use/underuse perspective, the tower is even 
more in sync with the thesis as it is currently under 
demolition, allowing for a side by side comparison of two 
alternative methods of bringing the site into modernity. 
The ongoing demolition also allows for a degree of 
insight into the inner workings of the building as they 
are exposed through this process. This demolition effort 
is the largest voluntary unbuilding of a structure in 
the world, breaking the 700 ft mark. All eyes are on its 
progression as it might signal the future of similar mid-
century modern buildings in New York and beyond.



Fig 18: 270 Park Avenue Plaza, 1960s

Fig 18: 270 Park Avenue Plaza Demolition
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HISTORY

DEVELOPMENT LIFE SPAN

END OF AN ERA

270 Park Avenue’s development was completed in 1960, 
originally Union Carbide’s headquarters.  The project was 
commissioned from SOM’s New York office and marked 
a turning point in the profession as the modern tower 
became the tallest female-designed structure in the world, 
courtesy of its architect Natalie de Blois. The building 
held this title for fifty years until the construction of 
Aqua Tower by Jeanne Gang. 

The tower incorporated innovative means of structural 
design, responding to the limitations of its site. Because of 
its positioning directly over the tracks of a Grand Central  
terminal, the building was unable to have a basement 
and required careful placement of structural footings to 
avoid the rail lines. This close proximity to an active train 
line also led to careful noise and vibration considerations, 
leading to placing the columns onto a series of vibration 
pads. 

Unlike other buildings of the time, 270 Park stepped 
back from the street, creating a large plaza space that 
engaged the pedestrian realm. The large concrete foyer 
allowed for not only an easing of foot traffic around the 
building, but also a place for exhibition and engagement. 
The ground floor of the tower pulls back even further, 
revealing columns an giving the building an illusion of 
floating above the pavement.

The glass and steel tower comprised a dozen acres of 
glazing atop black sandwiched floor plates. The contrast 
and clean lines between these materials gave the tower 
a crisp and modern feeling while integrated systems 
exhibited cutting edge technology of the period. The 
building also integrated the latest in steel products, 
courtesy of its owner, Union Carbide. Lights and 
conditioning occupied the ceiling, freeing up the floor 
plate for adaption over time.1

This modern icon became home to many companies 
throughout its decades, with Union Carbide only being 
the first.  Following the company moving its headquarters 
to Connecticut in the early 70s, the building was bought 
by Manufacturer’s Hanover Trust and underwent an in 
depth renovation of its facilities. The building saw the 
elimination of its mezzanine level, creating the iconic 
double height lobby that occupies the tower’s second 
floor today. The renovation also completely overhauled 
the building’s lighting and systems, updating them to 
modern ideas of efficiency and advancement.2

270 Park was once again turned over to a new owner 
in 1991 as JP Morgan Chase, then Chemical Bank, 
expanded across Park Avenue into the tower. Once again, 
contemporary demands call for a renovation of the 
building and in 2012, the tower was designated LEED 
Platinum for its overhaul, saving over a million gallons 
of water annually and cutting its electric expenditure by 
half. The building cam to serve 6,000 of Chase’s employees, 
nearly double the designed load for the building.3

The tower began its life as a titanic monument to 
modernity and industry, its presence dominating its mid-
rise neighbors and ushering in a new era of glass and steel. 
However, over time its identity and power diminished 
as contemporary towers and supertalls infilled this 
desirable district. In the summer of 2018 JP Morgan 
and Chase announced their plans to demolish the aging 
building and replacing it with a new structure. They 
cited concerns over a lack of space for the company’s ever-
growing workforce, aging systems in need of updates, and 
a program that fails to connect the tower to its place in 
Manhattan’s midtown district as primary reasons for the 
destruction, mirroring more general concerns of space, 
systems, and services that all buildings face.  By the end 
of the month, 270 Park avenue will have completed its 
demolition and become nothing more than a memory

1. “Union Carbide Corporation Headquarters,” Projects, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. https://www.som.com/projects/
union_carbide_corporation_headquarters

2. George W. Goodman, “Manufacturers Hanover Remodels Its Skyscraper,” New York Times, October 30, 1983, 
Section 8, Page 7.

3. Michael Fusco, “JPMorgan Chase Achieves LEED® Platinum Green Building Certification for Newly Renovated 
Global Headquarters in New York City,” Business Wire, January 18, 2012. https://www.businesswire.com/news/
home/20120118005107/en/JPMorgan-Chase-Achieves-LEED%C2%AE-Platinum-Green-Building
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SITE ANALYSIS

Only a fraction of the buildings on the 
island of Manhattan were build within 
the last forty years, with a large quantity 
of these being constructed in the south 
western financial district.  

The remainder of Manhattan’s building 
stock is older than 40 years only, with 
midrises averaging construction around 
the turn of the century and highrises and 
skyscrapers ranging in to the 1960s. 

Today, real estate development is moving 
north towards Central Park as supertalls 
constructed amidst these primarily 
midcentury skyscraper yield dramatic 
view of the city, the park, and the bay. 

For tall buildings this marks a turning 
point in their lifecycle. The average 
age of demolished tall buildings is only 
47, meaning that there are dozens of 
buildings in Manhattan that may be set 
for demolition

Graphics developed using http://io.morphocode.com/urban-layers/ data
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Like the rest of its latitude, New York  
experiences dramatic shifts in sun angle 
throughout the year with June 21st 
experiencing the highest angle of sun 
and December 21st experiencing the 
lowest. This shift in solar angle provides 
opportunities to use facade systems 
as a means of shading or solar control 
throughout the year.

Because the street grid of Manhattan is 
rotated eastward, following the lines of 
the island, pure cardinal weather patterns 
must be calculated. Both summer and 
winter winds hold a stringer presence on 
the buildings as faces are rotated to meet 
them directly.

Sun is also a major consideration within 
this cardinal discussion, as all sided of a 
building are exposed to sun throughout 
the day since there is no purely north 
face. Sun exposure is much more evenly 
expressed in summer months, while 
winter months have concentrated 
exposure on the two south faces. 

Situated in the heart of Manhattan’s 
midtown district, squarely between 
Central Park and Grand Central Station, 
the site is part of one of Manhattan’s 
two main highrise clusters and, as such, 
is a property with high developmental 
potential.

In dark blue, the supertalls that are 
beginning to line this very same region 
around Central Park stand in stark 
contrast to the turn of the century 
buildings they neighbor. As this area 
south of the park continues to develop 
and grow many of these extant buildings 
enter a high risk stage of their lives 
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ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT
270 Park Avenue is situated within a highly dense 
portion of New York City. When it was built, it was the 
only skyscraper in the area, but today its neighbors 
tower around it, ranging from those in a easily repeating 
modern style to brick and stone art deco towers. Art 
deco buildings sport stone detailing around lower level 
windows and employ punched openings while modernist  
steel towers employ curtain wall systems that open up a 
great deal to the street. 

The neighboring buildings are largely commercial/
office typologies, with a smattering of entertainment 
an bureaucratic buildings among them. The majority of 
the surrounding buildings employ commercial spaces on 
the ground level with some sporting related businesses 
to the tower occupancy and others renting out retail 
space. There are relatively few residential towers in the 
surrounding area.

Three of the four surrounding streets are one way, with 
Park Avenue being the exception. Park and Madison are 
larger avenues while 48th and 47th streets are relatively 
small roads connecting them. Pedestrian, automotive, 
and public transportation intersect across this block as 
people move between their cars, buses, and trains.

Graphics developed using maps.google.com imaging
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SOCIAL CONTEXT
This site is situated within a unique dead zone of the city 
when it comes to residential structures. Though most 
of the surrounding blocks support up to a half million 
people per square mile, the block of 270 Park Avenue and 
its immediate neighbors host less than 1000. As a result 
almost every employee, shopper, and sightseer in the 
district commuted in from another part of the cit.

The real estate surrounding this region is some of the 
most expensive in the city with the vast majority of 
housing and transportation costs making up sixty percent 
or more of the median income for the region. Even so, 
the vast majority of commuters utilize public transit or 
walking to reach their work, rather than a private vehicle. 

Graphics developed using arcgis.com data
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PROGRAMMING
This project seeks to take an aging skyscraper slated for 
demolitions and rehabilitate into a contemporary and 
sustainable hub within the community. The project 
builds upon the structural framework of the existing 
building and prioritizes creating a comfortable and 
desirable space. While there is a degree to interior build-
out in the design, the project seeks to develop a creative 
and innovative solution to the problems surrounding 
updating building systems through stripping it down to 
its bones and rebuilding. 
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ROOM DATA

FLOOR TYPE
Public

Mechanical

Office

Penthouse

General

ROOM TYPE

Atrium
Retail
Lobby
Security

Bullpen
Private Office
Rest Space
Auditorium
Meeting Room
Server Room
Waiting
Reception
Kitchenette
Circulation

Private Office
Meeting Room
Gathering Space
Foyer
Circulation

Toilets
Janitorial
Storage
Loading Dock
HVAC Shaft
Elevator

AREA

5,000
1,500
3,000
800

50,000

12,000
150
400
2,000
500
1,000
600
500
120
15%

600
800
2,000
500
15%

700
100
500
3,000
40 (per floor)
85 (per floor)

QUANTITY

1
65
1
1
TYPE TOTAL

5

90
900
90
4
200
10
45
45
45

TYPE TOTAL

3
4
1
1

TYPE TOTAL

52
47
52
1
1
10
TYPE TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL AREA

5,000
97,500
3,000
800
106,300

250,000

1,080,000
135,000
36,000
8,000
100,000
10,000
27,000
22,500
5,400
132,585
1,556,485

1,800
3,200
2,000
500
1,125
8,625

36,400
4,700
26,000
3,000
2,000
44,200
116,300

2,047,710

ROOM DATA LIST
Square Footage

Number Required
Occupants

Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight

Sources

Atrium

5,000       
1       
200
Creating a covered public space where pedestrians can gather, people can meet, and shoppers can 
rest. The space will also serve as a central hub for the various public programming
Retail spaces, restrooms, vertical circulation, office lobby  
The space should have sturdy, but nice looking seating with an assortment of tables where people 
can work or eat. There should be a collection of plants to relate back to the outdoors and give the 
space a feeling of respite.   
Daylight should be a priority with as much entering the space from the north and south facades 
as possible with additional lighting potentially from clerestories or light channels.  
Santiago Calatrava - BCE Place
Whole Building Design Guide - Atriums
NYC Building Code, 2014        
   

Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight

Sources

Lobby 

3,000
1
100
Provides space to orient visitors and workers within the office building and limit access to 
various floors. Also a waiting space for vertical circulation or guests.
Vertical circulation, security, building exterior
Small seating clusters should sparsely dot the space, providing meeting locations. A large 
reception desk should be central to the space. Card swipe gates divide security zones.
Natural light will warm the space and provide a natural greeting for visitors. Views onto the 
street will allow for a connection to the  surrounding context and the informal security of 
sightliness to those entering the building.
First America Building - Indianapolis
Whole Building Design Guide - Lobby
NYC Building Code, 2014

Security

Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight

Sources

800
1
8
A space housing security monitoring systems along with a selection of security guards. 
Vertical circulation, lobby
Should house a collection of monitors providing views of the building. A small secure room for 
temporary custody or interviews would also be helpful.
The space requires digital views of the entire facility, but no specific daylighting or other views 
requirements
Whole Building Design Guide - Security Offices
NYC Building Code, 2014        
      

Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight

Sources

Retail

1,500
65
50
Ground floor retail spaces increase revenue for building owners while opening towers to the 
public. 
Atrium, street
Interior furnishings and build-out will be at the discretion of the tenant.
Retail spaces should open into the atrium spaces and the street if possible, these connections 
allow for pedestrians to go from shop to shop in both pleasant and detrimental weather
Whole Building Design Guide - Retail
NYC Building Code, 2014

CREATING SPACE FOR THE MODERN ERA
In light of evolutions in spacial relationships following 
the increased digital working of 2020, demands on all 
spaces, but especially offices, must be reworked to suite 
contemporary sensibilities about work and living spaces. 
One of the majors shifts is one away from ‘cold desk’ 
programming to shared spaces that maximize the utility 
and occupancy of any given space.

Another motivating factor for the development of 
this space list is to assess the spatial needs of the updated 
building and to determine the extent to which the floor 
plate would need to expand. This change in programmed 
space will go on to influence design decisions regarding 
supplemental structure and interior build out.
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Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight

Sources

Bullpen

12,000
45
100
Open air offices that are either personal or shared. The space encloses the primary workspaces on 
each floor plate. 
Private offices, reception, kitchenette, meeting rooms, rest areas 
Ergonomic seating along with adjustable desks make up the majority of office furnishings 
alongside equipment like printers, specialized computers, and organizers.
The Bullpen should have diffused lighting to avoid interference with computers and other 
screens. Views of the surrounding city would be desirable at certain moments of circulation or 
rest 
Browning Day - Firm Office
Whole Building Design Guide - Offices
NYC Building Code, 2014

Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight

Sources

Kitchenette

120
45
4
Offers a space for office workers to prepare food for themselves or guests. The space also gives a 
moment of rest while working.
Bull pen, waiting room
The space will include a refrigerator, microwaves, a small stove top/oven, and coffee and ice 
dispensers.
The space does not require any specific views, but being able to gaze over the city while preparing 
a meal or snack between working hours would be desirable.
Browning Day - Firm Office
NYC Building Code, 2014

Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight

Sources

Auditorium

2000
4
200
Presentation space in which a large group can gather for continued education, initiative 
presentations, and conferences.
Vertical circulation, waiting area, projector room
Fixed theater seats would be most appropriate for this space. A large scale projector and the 
accompanying sound equipment would be required alongside general staging facilities.
The space should have limited or adjustable daylighting as projected presentations generally do 
no fare well in direct light. No views are required.
Theater Solutions, Inc.
Whole Building Design Guide - Auditoriums
NYC Building Code, 2014
          
    

Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight

Sources

Meeting Room

500
45
15
Provides spaces for larger gatherings and discussions between employees or clients.
Waiting rooms, bull pen, reception
A large table should be the central furnishing with comfortable seating around it. A large screen 
for presentation should be along one wall with speakers built into the ceiling. 
While diffused daylight and possibly views over the city are desirable, they are not necessary to 
the function of the space.
Browning Day - Firm Office
Whole Building Design Guide - Offices
NYC Building Code, 2014

Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight
Sources

Reception 

500
45
20
Greets visitors and employees alike on their entrance. This space provides a tertiary form of 
security as administrative staff observes those entering the space.
Vertical circulation, waiting
A large desk should be central in the space at a height appropriate for greeting either those in 
wheelchairs or those standing. Filing cabinets should be allowed behind along printers and 
computers.
Limited or diffused daylighting would be ideal for the space. No specific views are required.
Whole Building Design Guide - Offices
NYC Building Code, 2014

Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight

Sources

Private Office

150
900
3
Spaces for those at an administrative level to secure confidential documents, obtain privacy, and 
meet with employees.
Bull pen, reception
Ergonomic seating along with adjustable desks make up the majority of office furnishings 
along with a pair of seats for guests. A glazed wall should face outward, towards the bullpen or 
circulation, providing transparency to coworkers. 
Views of the city would be a perk of the private offices, along with a bit more daylight to help with 
interpersonal meetings occurring in the space.
Browning Day - Firm Office
Whole Building Design Guide - Offices
NYC Building Code, 2014

Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight

Sources

Waiting Room

600
45
24
Space where visitors can wait for employees to see them or to join a conference or meeting.
Reception, vertical circulation
Comfortable seating should dot the space in loose clusters. A refreshment tray along with reading 
materials might be scattered throughout.
The space will overlook the city, allowing guests to enjoy the height of the building. Daylight will 
create a pleasant connection to exterior.
Whole Building Design Guide - Offices
NYC Building Code, 2014        
     

Square Footage
Number Required

Occupants
Purpose

Adjacencies
Special Furnishing

Views/Daylight
Sources

Toilets

700
52
15
Place for personal care and refreshment
Circulation, waiting room, atrium
Toilets and sink fixtures are the primary furnishings. Stalls should be full length allowing for 
privacy and the opportunity for gender inclusive toilets. A baby changing station should also be 
included
No views are desirable. Daylighting is unnecessary. 
Interiors+Sources - Gender Neutral Restrooms
Whole Building Design Guide - Toilets
NYC Building Code, 2014
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CODES

CODE OVERVIEW

Occupancy

Sprinkler Systems

Construction

Floor Areas

Height 

Egress 

Dead-End 
Corridors

Business Group B

Automatic Sprinkler 
Systems
903.2.11.3

Type IA
403.2.1.1.2

UL
Table 503

UL
Table 503

100 gross
Table 1004.1.2

50 ft max.
1018.4.2

.3 inches per occupant for egress stairways. .2 inches per occupant for 
non-stairway egress.
1005.3

“Required interior exit stairways shall be separated by a distance not 
less than 30 feet (9144 mm) or not less than one-fourth of the length 
of the maximum overall diagonal dimension of the building or area 
to be served, whichever is less. The distance shall be measured in a 
straight line between the nearest points of the interior exit stairways. In 
buildings with three or more interior exit stairways, no fewer than two 
of the interior exit stairways shall comply with this section. Interlocking 
or scissor stairs shall be counted as one interior exit stairway.”
403.5.1

Assembly Group A-1

Automatic Sprinkler 
Systems
903.2.1.1

Type IA
403.2.1.1.2

UL
Table 503

UL
Table 503

Number of Fixed Seats
Table 1004.4

20 ft max.
1018.4

Mercantile Group M

Automatic Sprinkler 
Systems
903.2.7.3

Type IA
403.2.1.1.2

UL
Table 503

UL
Table 503

60 gross
Table 1004.1.2

50 ft max.
1018.4.2

ZONING

SPECIALTIES

C 5-3

Special Midtown 
District

NYC Zoning 
Resolution 33-

40, Setbacks and 
Height

Section 403 
Highrise Buildings

Office or Office with Commercial, 20 or more stories
“C5 is a central commercial district with continuous retail frontage 
intended for offices and retail establishments that serve the entire 
metropolitan region.”
FAR - 15.0

“The Special Midtown District (MiD), established to guide development 
within the Midtown central business district, has three goals: growth, 
stabilization and preservation.”

Initial Setback Distance of 20 ft on narrow streets and 15 ft on wide 
streets with a maximum building height of 30 ft within this distance. If 
Front Open Area is alloted a distance of 15 ft on narrow streets and 10 ft 
on narrow streets, a building height of 85 ft beyond this point is allowed.

Several instances of specialty equipment in egress regions are required 
due to the excess vertical distance in  stairwells. 
403.4

“In buildings with an occupied floor more than 120 feet (36 576 mm) 
above the lowest level of fire department vehicle access, no fewer than 
two fire service access elevators, or all elevators, whichever is less, shall 
be provided in accordance with Section 3007. Each fire service access 
elevator shall have a capacity of not less than 3500 pounds (1588 kg).”
403.6.1

“For buildings other than Group R-2 that are more than 420 feet (128 
000 mm) in building height, one additional exit stairway meeting the 
requirements of Sections 1009 and 1022 shall be provided”
4.3.5.2
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PROGRAMMING CONCLUSION
270 Park Avenue is a site surrounded by rich history and 
inspiration. The location allows for effective mixed-use 
applications and opportunities to combine disparate 
traditionally disparate programming elements into a 
contemporary corporate headquarters. The ongoing 
demolition occurring at this location allows for a distinct 
contrast between current practices and the potential 
presented through this thesis.

The building is uniquely situated in the Special Midtown 
District which was purportedly  “established to guide 
development within the Midtown central business 
district, has three goals: growth, stabilization and 
preservation.” With this in mind, offering an alternative 
to destruction of a building within this district, and 
potentially lay the groundwork for future development 
patterns, builds upon these principals. In order to “grow, 
stabilize, and preserve” the Midtown community must 
first learn to value their building stock.
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TOWER DEVELOPMENT
Building off of the information collected and processed 
through the research, site analysis, and programming 
stages, design on the tower expansion and redevelopment 
can begin. This phase understands 270 Park Avenue as 
a location for testing the theorized potential of aging 
skyscrapers and to offer alternative means of end-of-life 
building processes. 
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FORM EVOLUTION

As a glass and steel tower, there is a 
specific demolition order that generally 
emphasized deconstruction rather than 
explosive demolition. First the structure 
is analyzed for dangerous structural or 
fragile elements. 

F r o m  t h i s  p o i n t ,  g l a z i n g  a n d 
ornamentation are removed to 
improve the safety of workers and 
surrounding occupants. This process 
also serves to potentially preserve 
auxiliary features of the building like 
moldings or casings. 

Next, structural enclosures are removed, 
exposing first the columns and then 
floor trusses, giving full access to the 
most integral layers of the building. 
T r a d i t i o n a l l y  d e m o l i t i o n  o f  t h e 
structural elements would begin from 
the top down, but this project explores 
how these base elements can serve as a 
base for new design.

DECONSTRUCTING THE TOWER
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n e w  c i r c u l a t i o n

e x i s t i n g  c o r e

o f f i c e

m e e t i n g  s p a c e s

r e t a i l

a u d i t o r i u m

This thesis considers two primary organizations of space 
within the tower: one in which the program extends 
linearly throughout the tower (left) and the other in which 
programming exists in clusters distributed somewhat 
evenly throughout the building (right).

The linear organization emphasizes the height and 
vertical nature of the tower. Elements might begin to 
impact the facade in turn as programmatic elements 
translate into lighting, glazing,  or material considerations. 

The cluster organization breaks up the reading of 
the building and serves as a means of democratizing 
the gathering spaces across given floors. This means of 
organization also clusters based on density rather than on 
typology, creating opportunities for cross population uses 
of offices and conferencing spaces. 

The new development commits to ideas of growth and 
connection, accentuating ideas inherent to this degree 
of  extreme adaptive reuse. Growth is interpreted in 
the relationship between new and old elements and the 
former engulfs the latter. However, rather than a parasitic 
relationship that this language might evoke, moments 
of exposure of the original building system indicate 
a symbiotic relationship that is more reflective of the 
building’s reality . 

The design begins by expanding floor plates through a 
series of baseline extrusions. This allows for the addition 
of new programming along with expansion of existing 
uses. These extrusions are then tied together through a 
series of arced bridges, blurring the line between existing 
and additional and loosening the definition of spaces. 
The edge of the new skin then lifts along the pedestrian 
thoroughfare, revealing interior spaces and engaging the 
human scale. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL STRUCTURE

The tower transitions gently between the new and the old, 
embracing the existing structure without smothering 
it. Hints of the original building peek through at the 
tower’s corners, maintaining the original views along 
Park Avenue. The dappled facade decreases in saturation 
as it reaches towards the sky, beginning to dissolve into 
the air at higher levels as its contrast reduces. 

The building utilizes multi story spaces to continue the 
language of connection and integration from the exterior 
to the interior. This language pervades the immensely 
public atria and conference halls throughout the building. 
The central atrium connects this interior and exterior 
language as it cuts through both systems.

Looking closer at the interaction between the new and 
the existing structure we can begin to see how the floor 
plate carves away along its edges, emphasizing lightness 
in the new spaces. The system has a slight feeling of 
compression and release moving between these spaces. 
The interaction of these two systems also maintains a 
presence throughout the floor plans. The new systems 
wind into the existing structure, creating highlighted 
moments within the space. 

The supplemental structure is developed using a 
lightweight carbon fiber system. Carbon fiber is shown 
to be both stronger and lighter than steel. It utilizes 
adhesive connections and fasteners rather than welding 
for connections, making it an option conscientious of its 
load on existing structure and of the potential for it to 
change over time. 

This floor plate extension is reinforced through the 
application of prefabricated panels that make up the 
facade. Layers of expanded vacuum sealed materials allow 
for this system to be both lightweight and well insulated 
in addition to its role as shear support for the building. 
The system is clad in hydrophobic coated tile that allows 
for complex patterning without onsite labor. 

Columns receive auxiliary connections to expand their 
structural load capability as needed. To these strengthened 
columns, the floor plate expansion cantilevers out, 
connecting back through an interlocking mechanisms 
that wraps the column and connects back to the extant 
floor plates. 

These floor plate extensions are further supported by 
a tensile system that stretches along the floor edges in an 
inverted arc, connecting back to the underlying structure 
at the top of the building. This redistributes the load 
across the columns and allows for a thinner floor plate 
due to decreased span. 

The extension of floors up past the existing building 
on the lower western tower are created through larges 
scale trusses that space the width of the building . These 
allow for these floor to exist independently of the extant 
structure, connecting back only along the supplemental 
columns to the north and south. 

LANGUAGE

MATERIALITY

CONNECTION
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INTERIOR ORGANIZATION

original building section redeveloped building section

introduction of double 
height gathering spaces

expanded floors
occupiable roof terrace

carved pedestrian level interior atria
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lounge

coat check

gender inclusive washrooms

central atrium

loading dock

commercial atrium

storefronts

commercial lobby

business lobby

We can begin to see how the new systems wind into 
the existing structure, creating highlighted moments 
within the space. This ground floor begins to introduce 
new commercial programming to the west, surrounding 
a central circulation and gathering space. This region 
connects back to the central atrium before transitioning 
to the more formal tower lobby to the East.

User groups blend in the central five story atrium, 
allowing for casual interactions between individuals 
through interconnected sight lines and pathways. This 
blending also gives opportunity for flexible programming 
throughout the day, opening for high traffic times and 
introducing vendors catering to the various needs of user 
groups as they’re demanded. 

Atrium Looking South

COMMERCIAL AND GROUND LEVELS
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conference space

gender inclusive washrooms

conference space

office pod

coworking and shared space

shared work room

coat/shoe room

auditorium

Moving up in the building, we come across blended 
conference and office spaces. The western tower combines 
hot and cold desk offices to engage with contemporary 
understandings of blended work models. More permanent 
works spaces are arranged along the exterior while 
gathering and temporary work stations concentrate to 
the interior. To the East, space opens up, giving flexible 
access space to large auditoriums and gathering halls. 
With minimal intervention, the office region can be 
closed off from these larger gathering spaces, creating a 
possibility for more public use of these spaces throughout 
the year.

Office with Shades Engaged

WESTERN OFFICES AND                            
CONFERENCE HALL 
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gender inclusive washrooms

office pod

coworking and shared space

shared work room

coat/shoe room

Upper floors  emphasize the office worker, clustering 
individual work spaces along the edges of the tower while 
opening the corner for shared enjoyment. Rather than 
a purely open office plan, individual workspaces are 
clustered into pods of eight, creating a greater sense of 
community and privacy within the larger space. 

UPPER OFFICES
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RESPONSIVE SYSTEMS
FACADE SEQUENCE

Because of the building’s solar orientation and base 
programming, sun becomes a critical factor in the 
efficacy of space. Dynamic shading panels allow sunlight 
to be regulated throughout the day, reducing glare inside 
of office spaces. The system also keeps solar rays from 
directly contacting the building’s facade, reducing solar 
heat gain that highly impacts these sorts of high surface 
area structures. 

The facade system adjusts automatically to 
daylighting conditions, reducing glare in office spaces 
and preventing the solar heat gain by keeping direct 
sunlight off of the building’s primary skin. The screens 
exist as a series of kaynemaile panels that diffuse the 
light rather than completely blocking it. Though this 
rendering shows this internal panel in a taut form, the 
material would naturally gather as it collected, giving 
the building a shimmering facade as they shift in the 
wind. The combination of the glinting material and 
its dynamic movements cause the structure to breathe 
throughout the day and highlight its role as an ever 
evolving organism rather than a stagnant monolith.

The  radially symmetrical tessellated facade consists 
of two base blocks patterned together. The system’s 
modularity eases installation while the tiled module 
adds a degree of texture to the building’s surface as they 
alternatively conceal and reveal the building’s dappled 
facade. These panels are designed so that they can be 
manufactured off site and transported in to be installed. 
This reduces on-site hours and allows for a greater 
overlapping of production within the construction 
schedule. 



Fig 20: Relative Impact of Adaptive Reuse

Fig 21: Life Cycle Impact of Adaptive Reuse and New Construction
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towering giants of our cities. 

Even in cases where the adapted building fails to 
subceed the energy usage of a newly constructed 
building, the dramatically lessened upfront material 
and transportation costs of adaptions almost always 
make up for this difference as initial carbon expenditure 
is, on average, reduced to a third of the demand created 
by new construction. 

Across all stages of a building’s life cycle, adaptive 
reuse has been proven to reduce the environmental 
impact, climate change contribution, and human health 
impacts when compared to new construction. At scale, 
this can mean substantial reductions in our cities’ energy 
consumption and carbon usage while making them more 
beautiful in turn. Though little research has been done 
into these same relationships at the megastructure scale, 
trends in existing data exhibit a correlation between 
the size of a building and reuse’s impact. It doesn’t just 
matter what is happening on a building level, but also on 
a urban and global scale.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

A building uses resource in three different ways across 
the span of its life cycle: it consumes raw materials and 
fuel during construction; electricity and gas throughout 
its life; and fuel and land space during demolition. If 
we have any home of reducing the waste load of our 
buildings, we have to address resource consumption at 
all stages. The reuse or recycling of an extant building 
reduces the load of the first issue by extending the life 
of the embodied carbon held within the building. This 
same carbon consideration also mitigates the third 
waste stream as materials are kept out of landfills and 
recycling plants, limiting transportation and material 
costs. Upcycling these structures also has the potential 
to reduce operation costs and energy consumption 
of a structure by updating systems and improving 
thermal enclosures. By upcycling an existing structural 
framework, designers can reduce energy consumption 
and resource use at all stages of a project.

The EPA mirrors this commentary in their discussion 
of the five main reasons to recycle and reuse construction 
components and materials. The organization states that 
this practice increases local jobs, reduces project expenses 
by avoiding disposal and purchase costs, lowers the 
necessary disposal sites, mitigates the impact of resource 
acquiral , and conserves landfill space. 

Studies have shown that adaptive reuse, as opposed 
to new construction, reduces the environmental 
impact of a building in all climates across all categories, 
including climate change, human health, and ecosystem 
quality. The specific effectiveness of adaption depends 
on typology, region, the extent of the work being 
done, but the over all impact can be an up to 20 percent 
improvement. The same study showed that new 
construction that had a 30 percent improvement in 
operational costs could take up to 80 years to make up 
for the environmental cost of their construction. This 
number increases dramatically when we shift from 
the low-rise commercial buildings of the study to the 
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APPLICATION AT SCALE

Today, 270 Park Avenue is little more than a few steel 
members, and will soon be even less than that. Hundreds 
of tons of waste will be sent to landfills and recycling 
centers, destroying the time, carbon, and human 
investment that went into creating it.  This is the fate of 
a once celebrated modernist icon and, if trends hold true, 
this will be the fate of dozens more towers throughout 
the coming decade. 

A 2016 report by the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation analyzed differences in environmental 
impacts in various categories across buildings of different 
scales. The study examined differences between new and 
adapted construction at both long and short time scales. 
Their findings can be summed up in a brief sentence: 
“Reuse-based impact reductions may seem small when 
considering a single building. However, the absolute 
carbon-related impact reductions can be substantial 
when these results are scaled across the building stock 
of a city.” They found that reusing even the humble 
single family home and commercial office buildings of 
a Portland would reduce the city’s carbon emissions by 
15% over the next decade. When we scale these savings up 
to the size oaf our urban megastrucutres, the potential 
carbon reduction impact is astronomical. 

When the American Folk Art Museum was 
demolished after only 10 years of use, one of its architects 
commented, “Yes, one day all buildings will turn to dust, 
but this building could have been reused. Unfortunately 
the imagination and the will were not there. A building 
admired, visited, and studied by so many will now 
be reduced to memory.” With a little will and a little 
imagination, we can begin to understand our buildings 
as investments that stretch long into the future rather 
than temporary moments in our urban history.

Graphics developed using CTBUH 2020 data
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REFLECTION
Immortal skyscrapers exhibits one example of extreme 
adaptive reuse and the varying impact it can have on a 
city. However, a single building is not enough. If we hope 
to curb the extreme carbon and energy consumption of 
our cities, we must start by resetting our conception of 
the buildings that lie therein. Our cities are aging rapidly 
and as they approach their maturity we have a choice 
to make: will we let our buildings die or will we support 
them into an enduring future?

For further graphic exploration of these concepts, please 
find the graphic presentation here

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1bP1b1ypW_Cz_rQQC4D1xl8MZ9XpfS5hL96VA2lfIxSQ/edit?usp=sharing
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